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A b stract

Renewable energy and green technologies are im portant global topics tha t are 

expected to affect the way of life of future generations. Deploying a  green wireless 

principle will help to reduce the world’s dependency on fossil fuels, consequently 

lowering carbon dioxide and other emissions as will. In this thesis, we propose a 

new approach to employ the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) in a 

heterogeneous network of wired and wireless/mobile nodes while maintaining quality 

and reliability of service availability when switching power sources. This switching 

between sources exists in situations where a renewable energy (e.g., solar or wind) 

fed small cell base station (green cellular) is used as an alternative and assistant 

to a traditional energy fed base station. Since renewable energy sources may not 

be reliable a t all times, the proposed system employs SCTP to make the handover 

between a base station fed by renewable energy source and another base station fed 

by conventional energy source. If the renewable energy source becomes unreliable for 

even a few seconds, the system is switched over to the traditional base station fed 

by conventional energy source, until the renewable energy fed base station is once 

again reliable. Simulation results are presented to  show that SCTP can manage the 

handover between the conventional energy fed base stations and renewable energy fed 

base stations smoothly, even when renewable energy sources are not stable and the 

energy level fluctuates.
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C hapter 1

Introduction

1.1 R esearch  O verview  and B ackground

Over the last three decades, global warming has become a very im portant topic, 

and the use of renewable energy is widely considered a key factor in dealing with the 

issue. Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution in the second half of the eigh

teenth century, more than  one trillion tons of fossil fuels have needed to be burned 

in order to obtain the amount of energy required to meet humanity’s increasing de

mands. This has mainly been because of the energy requirements from the growing 

number of factories all over the world [1]. In fact, regardless of the traditional uses of 

the pre-industrial Revolution period resources, such as the wood for cooking and heat

ing, 400 trillion tons of carbon dioxide have been launched to the E arth ’s atmosphere 

since 1850. For example, in a report by the U.S. Energy Information Adm inistra

tion (EIA), it is stated tha t electricity generation was responsible for the emission of 

2,359 million metric tons of carbon dioxide in 2008 [2,3]. The consequences of these 

increasing carbon emissions have been global warming and climate change. This has 

resulted in a significant negative impact on ecosystems and the lives of all of the 

Earths creatures.
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There are several studies claiming th a t global warming is not the result of carbon 

dioxide and tha t it is due to some other factors such as the solar activity period 

(solar spots and solar magnetic field variation). In addition, some research points the 

finger at the axis of the E arth ’s slope fluctuating. These researchers believe tha t the 

world is in a warm period between ice ages (little ice ages), however, it is a certain 

and indisputable fact tha t increasing carbon emissions directly affects the E arth ’s 

atmosphere and leads to a dram atic disturbance in environmental systems. This is 

more than enough of a reason to  be concerned [2].

Due to the aforementioned statistics, people have responded positively in terms of 

combating global warming through science and technology. Since carbon dioxide (and 

the other types of gases tha t contribute to  global warming) are em itted in the energy 

production process in the industrial realm (mainly in electric power generation), one 

solution for mitigating the effect of global warming is to evolve technologies tha t use 

less of this energy. It would be better to operate and feed our modern activities with 

clean energy sources instead of dirtier, traditionally-produced energy. The less carbon 

emissions, the more stable the climate will be.

Clean energy initiatives are referred to as green technologies in the field of in

formation and communication technologies (ICT). More specifically, “green cellular 

networks” refer to mobile networks where the communication links (mainly wireless) 

and the network elements (mobile base stations, switches, network core cabinets, etc.) 

are treated, reconstructed, arid redesigned to be environmentally friendly.

Mobile cellular networks are an obvious player in this contemporary age of commu

nications. From the consumer’s point of view, mobile cellular networks have achieved 

a complete personality and independence for the first time in history. As anticipated 

by Gartner, by 2013 mobile phones will be the dominant web access device (more than 

PCs). In fact, the total number of PCs is expected to be 1.78 billion units, while the
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number of well enhanced mobile phones will exceed 1.82 billion units. G artner also 

states that by 2014 more than 3 billion people will be generating transactions via 

mobile or Internet technology, and there will be around 1.8 billion mobile units [4]. 

As a result , more energy will be required to  feed these rapidly growing mobile cellular 

networks.

Because the frequency band is a limited network resource, frequency reuse has 

been the most significant and efficient factor for mobile cellular network technologies 

to succeed. From a technical point of view, the more users tha t are served by the 

frequency band means the more frequency reuse tha t is needed. However, more 

frequency reuse means more cells need to  be established, designed, constructed, and 

fed by electrical power. As the number of cells increases, the number of base stations 

(BSs) will also increase to cover more users [5]. By analyzing the power budget and 

power consumption within mobile networks, especially cellular mobile networks, it 

has been found tha t the most power consumption and dissipation is in the mobile 

BSs, regardless of the type of the cellular system (GSM, 2.5G, 3G, etc.) or the range 

of the wireless cell (macrocell, microcell, picocell or small cell). An example is shown 

in Figure 1.1.

There are several dimensions tha t designers and regulators go through in order 

to obtain and satisfy the trend of green technologies in BSs. These dimensions are 

shown in Figure 1.2 and can be summarized as follows:

•  The first dimension is to reduce the BS energy consumption (energy saving). 

One example is the minimization of the energy' consumption of power amplifiers 

(PAs) in the BS, which are required for radio communication (transm itters and 

receivers). PA’s consume from 50% to 80% of the BS energy. Also, BS energy 

savings can be obtained by applying a power saving protocol in the media access 

control (MAC) layer by applying energy-aware mechanisms (e.g. cell zooming),
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Data Centre

Figure 1.1: Energy consumption in a mobile network [6]

by using a direct sustainable energy resource (e.g. solar, wind, or biofuel), or 

by applying energy aware management.

The second dimension is to reconfigure the network plan and go forward to 

heterogeneous network, or in other words, move from macrocells to  micro or 

small cell for more power efficient BSs.

The third dimension is to use green wireless technologies (at the physical layer) 

to  encourage more spectrum utilization. This is seen in cognitive radio and 

technologies tha t add more improvement to  throughput, such as cooperative



1.2 M otivation  and O b jectives

Since renewable energy techniques do no emit global warming gases, like carbon 

dioxide, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, etc., the more they are implemented, the 

more the world and environment will be protected from climate change because it will 

help to reduce the greenhouse effect. In addition to the global warming effect, these 

gases are also directly responsible for the acid rain phenomenon. This happens when 

these gases reacts with water molecules in the atmosphere and became micro drops 

of acid solution. These come down as rain and cause negative effects on forests and 

water systems, and consequently, have a negative impact on ecosystems as a whole.

There are also other dimensions of global concern in using conventional energy. 

In many cases the natural resources industries are negatively affected when fossil fuel 

use increases while the national population continues to  grow, especially in the oil 

producing countries. The problem is not so much related to pollution and acid rain 

because there are other dimensions th a t are considered more im portant using the 

conventional energy alone. It is the water resources dissipation due to the usage of 

fossil fuel in power generation. W ater is used intensively for cooling in fossil fuel 

power station while the renewable power generation requires only very little amount 

of water [7].

In some cases, a huge part of national oil production will go to local usage instead 

of to  exports (ALWATAN newspaper, date:30th of Jan  2012). For example, the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia consumes more than 10% of its own oil production. The 

daily consumption is approximately 2.4 million barrels. A remarkable portion of this 

daily oil consumption is reserved for electric power generation. Now consider th a t a 

large portion of Saudi Arabia is covered by desert, and solar energy would be readily 

available (the Arabian Peninsula is located in a band of desert). In addition, wind 

activity from the north to south is periodic, which provides a good alternative for
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M inim izing th  BS E nergy

Figure 1.2: Power saving dimensions in mobile network [8]

reducing the dependency on oil for electric power. This is especially true for rural 

areas and for self-managed campuses such as business compounds.

Consider the Saudi Telecom Company (STC), whose mobile base stations are fed 

by conventional power supplies. It costs more than  100 million Saudi Riyals (one US 

dollar equals 3.75 Saudi Riyals) for the company to pay the electricity invoice for one 

year. Thus, using the green cellular concept (especially solar and wind energy) can 

benefit telecom service providers by helping them to manage power consumption and 

give them a competitive edge while keeping in mind that:

•  Use of green cellular by both the service provider and end user is highly rec

ommended. This scenario happens when the end user has some part of the 

ownership of the network elements th a t connect the private user to the network 

backbone (such as private branch exchange). The private, outdoor small cell 

access point can be managed by installing green cellular access points using 

renewable energy.
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• Some questions may arise regarding why the Telecom providers do not switch 

all of their access points or BSs to renewable energy sources. The answer is th a t 

this migration scenario is not attractive because the initial cost (CAPEX) to  do 

so is very high, and none of the decision makers, such as bankers or investors, 

will support this, especially in a global financial crisis.

•  Once there is a suitable protocol to support the quality of service and reliability 

of using green cellular techniques, stakeholders and decision makers will both 

invest in adopting the technology and enhancing the performance. Furthermore, 

they will positively affect political views and decisions on new environmental 

policies.

1.3 C ontributions

This thesis proposes a new approach to employing the Stream Control Trans

mission Protocol (SCTP) in a heterogeneous network of wired and wireless/mobile 

nodes while maintaining quality and reliability of service availability when switching 

power sources. SCTP is used to maintain the transport layer connection and work

flow due to its advanced features when compared to current conventional protocols, 

such as TC P (Transmission Control Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol). 

SCTP can add value in applying renewable energy supplies in green mobile networks 

for outdoor small cell as an appropriate paradigm. Through simulations, it has been 

proven tha t SCTP can manage the handover between the conventional energy fed BSs 

and renewable energy BSs smoothly and safely, even when renewable energy sources 

are not stable and the energy level fluctuates and is unreliable. The performance 

and the behaviour of the SCTP-based handover satisfies the metric criteria, such as 

time delay and throughput. In addition, it is also possible to partially apply green
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wireless as a first stage of migration, especially for end users, small businesses or 

even in rural/poor areas where the economic dimensions force people to look for an 

alternative power supply. This can be done using highly available renewable energy’ 

sources as a concurrent companion and support to  BSs or access points th a t are fed 

by conventional energy supplies. Finally, several traffic streams, such as F T P  (file 

transfer protocol) and audio and video, were used to show that SCTP successfully 

maintains the transport connection and manages the handover between the access 

towers (fed by conventional energy and by the renewable energy). Even when the 

handover between the two access points occurs several times, SCTP connections re

main safe and conserved. SCTP have been used for maintaining the handover, but 

the purposes and the conditions is quite different. Unlike the other previous works, 

in this work the environment is true wireless and the users (especially the user to 

be handed over between the base station) are moving. Also the hand over purposes 

and scenario is employed to save the energy and use the renewable energy as much as 

possible because we consider a fluctuating renewable energy resource. Therefore, the 

handover is subjected to occur many times in a short period. In addition to tha t, the 

other new thing is tha t the Long term  evolution (LTE) environment is considered in 

this work simulation.

1.3 .1  S u b m itte d /A c c e p te d  P a p e rs

•  Majed Alowaidi, F. Richard Yu, Abdulmotaleb El Saddik, and Abdullah Al

janah, ‘Improving Performance of Smart Grid Communications Using M ulti

homing and Multi-streaming Offered by SCTP” , in Proc. IEEE SmartGrid- 

Comm'2012, Tainan, Taiwan, Nov. 2012.

•  Abdullah Aljanah. F. Richard Yu, Majed Alowaidi, and Abdulmotaleb El Sad

dik ‘‘Green Wireless Cellular Networks with Renewable Energy Resources Using



Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)". subm itted to  IEEE ICC'2013, 

Sept. 2012.

•  Abdullah Aljanah. F. Richard Yu, Majed Alowaidi, and Abdulmotaleb El Sad

dik “Green Wireless Cellular Networks w ith Renewable Energy Resources Us

ing Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)", submitted to International 

Conference on Clean Electrical Power, Oct. 2012.

1.4 T hesis O rganization

This thesis is organized as follows:

•  Chapter 1 provides an overview of the thesis research that has been conducted. 

It mentions the motivations, objectives, and challenges for using SCTP as a 

protocol in green wireless networks.

•  Chapter 2 provides informative background information and discusses related 

works. This includes the state-of-the-art technologies in the field of green mo

bile networks and how it has become the world trend. In addition, the main 

usable sources of renewable energy will be discussed. In term s of background 

information, a literature review about the transport layer in the T C P /IP  net

works will be discussed. Also, the new SCTP protocol wall be introduced and 

discussed, described, and compared with TCP and UDP.

•  Chapter 3 provides information about the proposed solution and evaluation 

techniques. The system topology and hierarchy will be proposed and explained. 

Also, the hierarchical addressing in the proposed wired-cum-wireless topology 

will be explained. The scenario tha t TC P and SCTP agents use to manage the 

handover process will be discussed. In addition the traffic stream s types (FTP,
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audio and video) tha t have been used in the simulation will be pointed. Finally, 

the traffic generation and motion simulation are discussed as an essential part 

of our module.

•  Chapter 4 covers the simulation results and behaviours. The simulation tool 

tha t has been employed and utilized with all needed patches and software mod

ifications to jum p the limitation of the simulation tool will be explored. More

over, the simulation tools will be benchmarked and criticized according to the 

available tools in the field of network protocol simulation, showing the reasons 

for choosing our specific tool. Also we will dem onstrate and describe the simu

lation output for several types of traffic in the case of adm itting TC P and SCTP 

as transport protocols to assess their behaviour using the proposed evaluation 

metrics.

•  Chapter 5 will summarize the current work and conclude the simulation results. 

In this chapter, it is shown th a t the proposed scenario satisfies all conditions 

and gives an acceptable metric value when compared to conventional transport 

protocols. Future work in this field is then proposed, as well as what could be 

pursued with regards to the SCTP protocol.
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C hapter 2

L iterature R eview  and R elated  

W orks

2.1 G reen W ireless T echnologies O verview

Mobile and wireless-based network operators and manufacturers have focused on 

meeting the rapid demands of the their customers, which entails fulfilling the needs 

of growing broadband services in their heterogeneous networks (Figure 2.1). As a 

result, energy costs have rapidly increased, which has in turn  made people more aware 

of the effect of increasing energy consumption on the environment and economy. For 

example, a mobile network containing between 12000 and 15000 cellular sites with 2G 

and 3G technologies with 3 antennas (for 360 degree coverage) per site per technology, 

uses about 736000 megawatt-hours. This energy is enough to operate 68000 European 

family homes [10]. Not only is this a large amount of energy, but the carbon footprint 

of mobile networks is expected to increase year by year because there are more than  

four million base stations (BSs) all over the world. Economically, the operation costs 

of network BSs is even more expensive. The on-grid BS costs are around 3000 U.S.
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dollars a year. An off-grid BS. which is usually available in rural areas and fed by 

diesel engines, costs much more than th a t [11].

Addressing the issue of Green Communications has benefits to many stakehold

ers including those in industry, academic research, and government agencies. Green 

Communications allows the cellular industry to realize cost savings and lower their 

impact to the environment. Government agencies realize fulfillment of adm inistra

tive goals for energy savings, as well as the development of standards and metrics. 

Researchers can push the boundaries of current technologies and theories in material 

science, distributed computing, and systems engineering. Research in this field also 

has great synergy with developments in ” sm art grid” applications, given the signifi

cant impact th a t cellular BSs maintain on powrer usage. Coordinated power control 

of cellular equipment and dynamic load balancing within the greater power grid can 

lead to transformational improvements in both communications and energy systems.

o
Indoor - Femtocell *

o
[Macro-Macro

'  Coverage area of Macroceli

Coverage area of Microcell 

- Coverage area of Picocell

Figure 2.1: Heterogeneous network [11]
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2.2 R enew able E nergy R esou rces

Renewable energies may be classified in terms of the source of the new energy being 

obtained as follows:

•  Hydroelectric power is the most m ature source of renewable energy, having been 

used since the nineteenth century. In this case, the renewable energy is obtained 

from the potential energy in the water flow. It takes on many forms due to 

the condition and position of the wmter source, however, it can be described 

in general as turbines being moved by the force of the water stream  (mainly 

rivers). These turbines are connected to power generator rotors to  produce the 

electricity in an alternative form. Man-made wrater dams are constructed to 

form a waterfall, which optimizes and maximizes the water's potential energy 

[12]-

•  Biomass alternative energy is also referred to  as biofuels. Here the plant tissue 

(or in some cases materials derived from plant) are treated in a special way to 

produce energy, mainly in chemical form such as a  gas or liquid. In addition 

to direct combustion to extract energy from the biomass (e.g. wood, planet 

residues, tree pulp, municipal wastes, etc.), there are several indirect processes 

to extract the biomass energy [13] [15]. Gasification, pyrolysis, digestion, and 

fermentation have been used to produce useful products in gas format (i.e. 

methane or hydrogen) or as a liquid formula (i.e. oil or alcohols). These prod

ucts can be utilized to produce energy sources similar to the fossil fuel. This 

produced fuel is called biofuel; unfortunately, it is a carbon based fuel and it 

produces carbon dioxide. However, biofuel does not add more carbon dioxide 

to the atmospheric air, therefore it does not worsen global warming. This is be

cause the original carbon in these m aterials came from the air when the plants
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grew (a very short period of time) and cannot be compared to the carbon tha t 

is inside the fossil fuel, which dates back to ancient geological ages such as the 

carbonic age (Carboniferous) [16] [14].

•  Geothermal energy is another alternative tha t works especially well when lo

cal conditions are favorable. In these systems, the heat contained deep within 

the E arth can be utilized to heat water. This water is injected into pipes tha t 

penetrate towards the centre of the Earth. These pipes could reach several 

hundred meters in depth [17]. W ater injected inside these pipes absorbs the ex

tremely high ground heat (more than  240 degrees Celsius) [18] and is converted 

to steam. The steam is piped to  a power plant w'here it passes through gen

erator turbines before being condensed and injected back into the ground in a 

circulatory loop as shown in Figure 2.2. Geothermal energy is a non-depleting

Electrical |l TranrfonnorCyclone
Separator Steam

Turbine

Condenser

Brine Carry 
Over +■ 
Condensate

Cold Condensate  ̂f 
Hot Consendate

Figure 2.2: Geothermal processes [18]
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energy source (abundant), however, only a small amount of this type of energy 

can be converted to usable electric power [18]. In other words, using geothermal 

energy to produce electric power requires a very high tem perature in order to 

evaporate the water, convert it to steam, and move it through the turbine. For 

example, if the geothermal water tem perature is equal to or less than  100 ° 

Celsius, the water can not be vaporized and the conventional turbine can not 

be used. In this case the Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) can be employed here 

using organic materials (e.g.Isopentan [19]). This organic material takes the 

heat transferred from the geothermal heat source and evaporates water at a 

lower tem perature. The steam produced by the organic materials rotates in 

the turbines before the organic materials are liquefied in a condenser as shown 

in Figure 2.2. The organic materials are then cooled and pum ped again to 

the heat exchanger in order to complete the cycle. The overall efficiency of the 

ORC system is 10% maximum, so a process called Kalina process is employed 

to  get a higher efficiency. This involves the water being mixed w ith ammonia 

to  replace the organic materials [19].

•  For wind-based renewable energy, air currents are utilized to rotate turbines and 

generate electricity. This is a common technology today. There can be two or 

three blades powering the turbines. These wind turbines can be on a horizontal 

axis or a vertical axis from the Earths surface [18]. Wind power is a clean and 

impressive source of sustainable energy, especially under the condition of fluctu

ating prices of conventional energy. It has been applied in several countries. By 

2009 some European Union (E U ) countries had achieved remarkable progress 

in using wind energy for electricity production. For example, Denmark had 

produced 19% of their total powder from wind. Spain 11%, Germany %7. This 

technology has spread to other parts of the world, such as India and China [21]
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in addition to the U.S. which is currently ranked third in global wind power 

usage [23,24]. From a theoretical point of view, the power obtained from the 

wind turbine is P  = (0.5)rhoAV3 [22] where: P is the power in watts, rho is 

the air density in k g /m 2, A is the swept area of the blade in to2 as shown in 

figure 2.4 and V is the wind speed in m /s .  Due to the practical conditions and 

material nature, the output of this equation needs to be multiplied w ith another 

parameter called the rotor powrer coefficient. This coefficient is a function of the 

blade pitch angle and the tip speed ratio, which means the output powder is not 

constant, ft is expected to fluctuate because the speed of the wind is time- 

variant due to the air density. Moreover, the transfer function of wind power 

to mechanical power in the wind turbine is non-linear, and the output powyer 

is zero wTen the wind speed is less than 3 m /sl.  The output power remains 

constant w’hen the wind speed is over 15 m /s .  It must, of course, be under 

the cut-off speed (for safety), which is around 25 m /s  [25], so tha t wiienever
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the speed exceeds this limit the output power is shut off. This nature dilemma 

appears here as one of the most challenging for wind turbine renewable energy. 

To gain more power, the area factor (swept area) needs to be maximize as much 

as possible as a trade-off between the construction cost and the output power. 

As a practical example, Figure 2.5 dem onstrates the variance in dimension 

for several wind turbine towers versus the obtained power magnitudes for each 

one. In rural or light residential areas, a single small wind turbine may be em

ployed for power generation. However, to feed an industrial or urban district, 

especially when the wind impact varies, the wind turbines are grouped in large 

arrays (wind farms) and connected in a grid topology for higher utilization and 

synchronization [23,26]. It is essential to manage the communication control 

signals and data communication between the grid elements [26]. W ith these 

features, the main challenges in fields with wind power are the required land 

area, as well as to the time variation of the output power, which makes weather 

forecasting (wind data analysis and prediction) an essential factor in the wind 

power industry.

•  Solar energy is one of the most common form of sustainable energy resources. 

This type of energy can be utilized directly as a heat spotted in a focus of a 

curved mirror or convex lens. This is a traditional way to collect sun energy for 

direct use, such as wmter boiling or cooking. The process of using large mirrors 

to concentrate the sun's heat energy to boil water and apply it to generate 

electric power is called solar therm al power [8], Solar photovoltaic cells which 

are made from a photo-electric devices (semiconductors electronic) can produce 

some electric power due to the stim ulation property of the semiconductor w'hen 

exposed to light (electron photon energy exchanging). Therm al power (solar 

power) often is used for electric energy production because it is m ature and
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Figure 2.4: Drawing of the rotor and blades of a wind turbine [19]

cheap. The efficiency of the solar therm al (15 2 0 W /m 2) based electric power is 

less than tha t of photovoltaic (401F/m2) based electric power even though the 

photovoltaic requires less space. This makes it attractive and able to m aintain 

the best output power when land area is limited and the grid is distributed in 

an array, as shown in Figure 2.6 [8].

2.3 Transport Layer O verview

In the OSI (Open System Interface), the presentation layer converts the application 

layer file to a configuration that is understandable between the two peers (source and 

destination). This is because the two peers generally use different types of computer. 

The transport layer is the heart of the protocol hierarchy and its task is to send and
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control message packets. All transmission protocols, such as TCP. UDP, and SCTP. 

are controlled and managed in the transport layer [27],

2 .3 .1  S C T P  O verv iew

SCTP is a new and reliable transmission protocol th a t operates on an unreliable 

protocol like IP (Internet Protocol). SCTP was introduced and standardized by the 

Internet Engineering Task Force’s (IETF) Signaling Transport (SIGTRAN) working 

group in RFC 2960 in October 2000. It was then rendered obsolete by RFC 4960 in 

September 2007 [28,29]. Originally SCTP was created to  maintain the signaling of the 

public switched telephone network (PSTN) when it was connected over an IP network 

cloud via gateways. This was done so other destinations could be synchronized while 

never noticing changes due to mixed network clouds. However, SCTP has a superior 

capability when employed in broader applications. Even though SCTP is similar to 

TCP in providing a reliable connection-oriented and controlled virtual transmission 

link, SCTP has more delivery options and alternative features, such as multi-homing 

and multi-streaming. The association of SCTP to a destination is set up before 

sending data, and when completed, the destination point terminates the association. 

The association is set up in a four-way handshake using the cookie mechanism in 

order to protect the server from any malicious user th a t may pretend to be as normal 

user, such as with denial-of-service attacks [9]. As in TCP, the SCTP terminal in the 

network element, such as the end-user, starts  by establishing the SCTP association 

(SCTP Connection Session in the level of Transport Layer). First the SCTP end-user 

(i.e. mobile user to be connected to a server) sends an association setup request called 

the INIT chunk, and the server receives this request bu t does not assign it or accept 

it right away. Second, the server replies to this INIT through an acknowledgement 

called the SCTP INIT-ACK chunk, which includes a  cookie th a t contains all the
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information needed by the sender:

•  the details of identification for processing.

•  the cookie's life span.

•  a signature for security and authentication.

Third, the end-user echoes the cookie back to the server using the SCTP COOKIE 

ECHO chunk. Finally, the server considers the user information and assigns resources 

to  establish the association. Both client and server now know all the param eters, 

including the IP addresses in this association, the initial transport sequence number 

(TSN) for data  transfer, the initial tag to be used in the SCTP packet, and the 

number of outbound or inbound stream s each side supports. This is dem onstrated in 

Figure 2.7 [9,32], It is im portant to mention th a t the time delay due to this four-way 

handshake process is not worse than  the three-way handshake of TCP. This is because 

in the TC P case, when the host receives an association setup request (TCP SYN), 

the host will immediately allocate resources for the user who sent the request, which 

is risky in the case of denial-of-service attacks. In these cases the attacker sends the 

TCP SYN and never replies to the host. This means the allocated resources stay 

reserved but unutilized [9,32].

2.4 S C T P  vs T C P  v s U D P

As in TC P (RFC793) and UDP (RFC768) [30,31], establishing a connection be

tween a client and a server requires two common things: the IP address of the desti

nation and the port number tha t determines the application to be used. This same 

principle is applied in SCTP. The SCTP packet contains both a control part and 

a data part, but unlike TCP. an SCTP packet can carry more than one message
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and identifies every message in a data  chunk, as demonstrated in Figure 2.8. This 

means the SCTP host can establish a session with the destination over different IP 

addresses. That is called multi-homing and is not supported by T C P nor by UDP. 

This means tha t if the IP address goes down, a TCP connection is lost and must be 

re-established. The multi-homing property is very useful in practical field applica

tions like hand-overs. In these cases the SCTP protocol can switch from a prim ary 

path  to another alternative path when the primary path  fails due to  any hardware 

failure.

In addition to the multi-homing property. SCTP also has a m ulti-stream ing fea

ture, allowing the SCTP association to  have more than  one stream  of d a ta  chunks 

transm itting in parallel. For example, transm itting both  a video tube and its text 

content in parallel in a website can be achieved by multi-streaming. This feature 

confirms the nature of SCTP protocol as a message oriented protocol in which SCTP 

discovers the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of the path before sending the mes

sage. SCTP then makes the required fragmentation on the messages th a t are larger 

than  the MTU of the path. These fragmented messages are reassembled on the re

ceiver side, which means SCTP association deals with the transm itted da ta  a t the 

message level, not at the byte level as is the case for TCP. In TCP, the association 

operates and deals with the data as a stream  of packets (bytes) to be sent in order 

one by one. UDP, on the other hand, is a message oriented protocol similar to SCTP 

but it has no reliability. Table 2.1 dem onstrates a good comparison between SCTP, 

TC P and UDP.

2.5 R ela ted  W ork

SCTP is a new protocol, even for people in the network engineering field. It is 

expected tha t SCTP will eventually be the most used protocol due to  its capability
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Table 2.1: A comparison of SCTP, T C P and UDP

Property SCTP TCP UDP

Transmission-orientation message

oriented

stream  ori

ented

message

oriented

Connection-oriented yes yes no

Reliability yes yes no

Flow and congestion con

trol

yes yes no

Unordered data delivery yes no yes

Ordered data  delivery yes yes no

Multistreaming and Mul

tihoming

yes no no

Path  MTU Discovery yes no no

Protection against SYN 

flooding attacks

yes no no

Dynamic address recon

figuration

yes no no

Preservation of message 

boundaries

yes no yes

Application packet data 

unit (PDU) fragmenta

tion

yes yes no

Application PDU 

bundling

yes yes no

Allows half-closed con

nections

no yes no

Reachability check yes yes nO
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32 bits

Source Port Destination Port

Verification Tag

Type Flag Length

TSN

Stream 10 SSN

Protocol ID

User Oata

Figure 2.8: SCTP packet format [9]

to  do the same job as TCP and more. Because TCP is presently m ature and very 

familiar, some researchers keep employing T C P in order to  handle handovers in het

erogeneous wide band networks. There is also some other research into using SCTP 

as an extension to manage the transmission of multimedia (video and audio). The 

following is a review and summary of some related works that are believed to  share 

many of the same aspects as the proposed system of this work.

2 .5 .1  Im p rov in g  T C P  P er fo rm a n ce  D u rin g  In tra  L TE H a n 

dover

In this paper [33] solutions to enhance the quality of FTP traffic during a T C P 

based handover in the LTE (Long Term Evolution) environment have been intro

duced and investigated. Since the stream ing in the wire-cum-wireless topology is not 

seamless, it has been shown tha t using some sm art solution techniques can improve 

the behaviour of the throughput. These proposed solutions include fast path  switch

ing. This is where the gateway tha t connects the wireless cloud with the core network
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(where the servers are available) recognizes a handover command from the sender and 

makes the switch over to another BS without waiting for the handover confirmation 

from the receiver.

Another suggested solution is to conduct a handover prediction. The handover 

start-tim e can be estimated by using the cross-layer information and checking the 

bandwidth availability at the destination base station. This estim ation is critical 

because if the prediction is wrong it may cause a disconnect , which goes against the 

goal of keeping the stream seamless.

The third proposed solution is to use an active queue management approach, which 

can be achieved by controlling the queue size of the core-network routers where the 

probabilities for dropping or marking packets is selected. The servers then react with 

the marked packets and regulate their sending bit rate. This research is similar to 

our proposal in th a t they both use the transport layer to  implement an added-value 

handover process to achieve continuity and high QoS during and after the handover. 

In contrast, this study only used F T P  traffic while our proposed system uses real 

audio and video traffic in addition to FTP. The other difference is th a t this proposed 

system in [33] employs TCP to m aintain the handover.

2 .5 .2  A n a ly s is  o f  R e a l-t im e  M u lt im e d ia  T ran sm iss ion  over  

P R -S C T P

Researchers have used a partial reliable SCTP (PR-SCTP) extension to  transfer a 

video stream by analyzing the real-time multimedia transmission over a multi-homing 

transport protocol [34]. An extension of SCTP protocol called partial reliability 

extension (PR-SCTP)have been used in two different unsymmetrical paths in order 

to consider the handover environment and condition, as well as to use different access 

technology from the source to destination. The multi-homing property of SCTP is
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dem onstrated in this work, however the partial reliability extension of SCTP makes 

it susceptible to packet drop (similar to UDP). Like the LTE models, their proposed 

topology does not have actual wireless access conditions. Although the link properties 

were formed in order to  behave like wireless access, this research is still similar to our 

proposal in tha t they both use video streaming over SCTP. The node structure used 

in this work uses an infinite buffer size, or in other words, the receiver wdndow is 

around 100MB. The network congestion is represented by varying the link path  loss, 

which also simulates wireless access without using a true wireless access simulation 

and true mobile movement. Finally, it appears tha t this research is again similar to 

our proposed system in terms of observing SCTP performance when a handover is 

applied, even though the handover scenario and environment are different.

2 .5 .3  S C T P  E fficien t F low  C o n tro l D u r in g  H an d over

A specific in-progress extension of SCTP called mobile SCTP (mSCTP) is applied 

in order to  support a seamless handover between heterogeneous networks [35]. It 

has been explained tha t one of the problem when a multiple network interface node 

performs a handover of an SCTP connection, the traffic bit rate drops down. This is 

because of flow control mechanism. To mitigate this problem an efficient flow control 

mechanism (EFC) over SCTP is applied to minimize the change of traffic rate during 

handover from the primary path to the alternative path  (backup path) and keep the 

service as seamless as possible during the handover. This can be done by consecrating 

on three im portant flow control parameters; Receiver window (rwnd), Congestion 

window (cwnd) and Slow-start threshold (ssthresh). The applied approach here is 

to pre-store the flow control param eters before the handover, to set the flow control 

parameters during the handover and finally to adjust the flow' control param eters 

after the handover. In other word the idea here is to make the congestion and receiver
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Figure 2.9: Solar and wind combined renewable energy for a cellular network [36]

windows do not start from the initial value which reflects on the bit ra te  during and 

after the handover. All these steps are done in order to eliminate the transit-service- 

collapse phenomenon. We believe this research is related to  ours because it studies the 

behaviour of the network service when handover using SCTP. However the proposed 

topology for simulation is full wired and the two nodes (sender and receiver) are 

directly connected with primary and secondary link even the mobile SCTP is used 

which may not cover the mobile environment. Also, the traffic here is just FT P  

stream which is very tolerant to time delay unlike the case of audio and video as it 

in our work. In addition to tha t the main goal here is to  keep the congestion window 

as constant as possible during the handover regardless of the delay!.
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2.6 Sum m ary

In this chapter, green wireless concepts in telecommunication information tech

nology were introduced. We know tha t green wireless technology is becoming very 

urgent in the field today and in the future for both economical and environmental 

reasons. From an economical point of view, introducing and considering green wire

less technology' is good motivation for investors (telecom operator or manufacturer) 

to reduce energy consumption, thereby reducing costs. Moreover, there can be more 

than  one renewable energy source to  feed the green cellular base station as shown in 

figure 2.9. The main environmental goal of green wireless is to  reduce C 0 2 emis

sions so tha t the massive tragedy th a t threatens our planet (i.e. global warming) can 

be mitigated and controlled. To bring the green wireless initiative into our modern 

life, the clean and sustainable energy resources mentioned in this chapter have to 

be used, but some renewable energy resources are more suitable than  others. The 

main factor after availability is the simplicity in using and introducing the renew'- 

able energy sources in rural edges of networks, especially for mobile networks. The 

biggest challenge is to make the end user or the local operator take up the mission 

of green wireless and contribute in renewable energy adoption. In order to utilize 

renewable energy resources efficiently, a full reliable SCTP protocol has been intro

duced. We have explained SCTP's promising features and how SCTP will be a good 

alternative to TCP or UDP. The two main advantages of SCTP, multi-homing and 

multi-streaming, have also been explained. In addition, some related researches tha t 

employed TCP and SCTP in the handover process have been mentioned. These re

searches have been criticized to show how it compares to our proposal. In the next 

chapter we will introduce our green cellular proposal th a t employs an SCTP-based 

handover mechanism.
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C hapter 3

Im proved G reen C ellular  

Techniques by E m ploying S C T P  

B ased  H andover M echanism

3.1 N etw ork  T opology

The most typical model for an arbitrary heterogeneous network contains both 

wired and wireless components and is called the wired-eum-wireless topology. This 

topology is employed in our simulation to cover the network clouds (e.g. backbone 

and network access clouds). The main server is located on the backbone, while the 

mobile user(s) are located on the access side (local small cell access network) as shown 

in Figure 3.1.

Our solution aims to apply renewable energy gracefully and smoothly. It focuses 

on the network edges (last mile), not in the network core (backbone). The end 

customers are typically businesses (not residential) who enjoy services from their 

service provider and can manage their own property to implement a renewable energy
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Figure 3.1: Wired-cum-wireless heterogeneous topology

source. In general this customer is connected via DSL (digital subscriber line) or any 

high broadband connection. We assume th a t the customer is capable of getting 

their own renewable energy source constructed. To satisfy this custom er’s initiative 

for using this renewable energy property to feed the mobile station with alternative 

energy, they must be supported regarding the configuration and activation of the 

alternative base station in all details regarding required IP addresses in the provider 

network.

3 .1 .1  O u td oor  S m all C ells

For an outdoor small cell there are three users who are connected to  the main 

access point. This access point is multi-homed to two interfaces. The first interface 

is a base station (an access point) by itself and is fed by conventional energy. The 

other interface is the one tha t is fed by the renewable energy resource as shown in 

Figure 3.2. In our model we make the user who will be handed over between the bases
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Figure 3.2: Wired-cum-wireless heterogeneous topology clouds

stations move inside the small cell coverage area. The area of the regular macrocell 

in mobile networks exceeds several square kilometers, and most mobile users in these 

cells usually move in random directions (called Brownian motion) while they are 

calling, downloading, or uploading. In the case of picocells or small cell, where the 

area of the cell is only several square meters, the user movements are approximately 

straight paths as in Figure 3.3.

In the simulation we assured the user motion is fast, which we set to twenty meters 

per second. This speed is exaggerated in order to apply tougher conditions on the 

simulation. This demonstrates the robust behaviour of SCTP and gives the user a 

chance to move in remarkable positions during the simulation. In addition, the user 

could be represented by a robot or any fast machine in an indoor area of a factory 

tha t needs to be connected to the network for uploading or downloading.
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Figure 3.3: Assumption of simi-straight motion with respect to a small cell

3.2 H eterogen eou s H ierarchical T opology A d d ress

ing

Because the multi-homing principle is applied to the base stations and to the 

mobile users and because the network topology in this proposal is a mixed network, 

the simulation requires tha t the network elements must be addressed hierarchically 

on the IP addresses. If a uniform addressing is applied, the simulation will not work

the classifier in any network element will cause confusion. It will confuse to which 

direction or ordering it has to sent the message packets or ack packets oppositely. The 

hierarchic addressing approach uses three digits per node. The first digit indicates 

the domain, the second digit indicates the cluster in the domain, and the third digit 

identifies the node itself. For example, the hierarchical address of 1.0.2 refers to the 

second node in cluster zero in domain number one. After the nodes have been created 

and set correctly, any two nodes within the same cluster can be multi-homed to  a 

third node in the same cluster. For example, nodes 0 and 1 can be multi-homed to

due to the multi-homing principle. An address error will occur in this case because
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node 2. Those three nodes act together as a single node with two interfaces. In this 

example, the home node is node 2 and has two interfaces of node 0 and node 1. The 

simulation has two domains assigned; one is for the wired side of the topology (two 

routers) and the other is for the wireless side (the base stations and the mobile users). 

Hierarchical addresses were assigned to  the network elements after dividing them  into 

the two domains (domains 0 and 1). Then two clusters were assigned to each domain. 

In domain 0 a cluster number was assigned for each of the two routers. This means 

tha t each cluster in this domain has only one node in it. In domain 1 there were two 

clusters assigned. In cluster 1 base stations were assigned. In cluster 0 mobile users 

were assigned. Every mobile user is simulated by three nodes; one home node and 

two interfaces which means th a t there are nine nodes in this cluster. In to tal there 

are fourteen nodes in the simulated network topology' as dem onstrated in figure 3.4. 

It is order to mention tha t the number of base station is two in the topology, there 

are the conventional energy fed base station (hierarchical address of 1.1.1) and the 

renewable energy fed base station (hierarchical address of 1.1.0). The multi-homed 

mobile base station (hierarchical address of 1.0.0) does not play as an access base 

station. This node is just introduced for simulation purposes where we need three 

nodes to make the multi-horning connection but this node does not play any mobile 

access role [37,38,54]

3.3 S im ulation  E nvironm ent and LTE M od els

The long term evolution (LTE) properties are modeled and patched/injected to the 

links in the simulated network topology. Performance of the transmission protocol 

(TCP or SCTP) over LTE is affected mainly by the links of the wired network [55]. 

The LTE models are patched to the wired side of the network since the wireless side 

is merely an access. The handover effect occurs with respect to the wired side where
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Figure 3.4: Hierarchical addresses of the network elements

the traffic is classified due to the QoS priority.

The coverage area of the renewable energy base station is expected to be less 

than tha t of the conventional energy base station. This is m aintained by reducing 

the transmission power of the renewable energy base station. Also, this renewable 

energy base station is subjected to fluctuations and is considered unstable. In our 

simulation we assume tha t the renewable energy base station is in an up threshold 

in the beginning of the session, then a t random it drops under the threshold. This 

means tha t the user will be handed over to the conventional energy base station and 

the power of the renewable energy base station can exceed the threshold randomly 

to be handed back to the renewable energy base station. The handover scenario 

here is the availability of the alternative energy power source. If this energy source 

attenuates or decays at any time, then the decision is to hand off the user to the 

conventional energy base station as shown in figure 3.5. The simulation time is 20 

seconds.
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Figure 3.6: YUV video sequence-352x288 Resolution

3.4 T C P  and S C T P  A gen ts and th e  H ierarchical 

A ddressing

The TC P agents are attached to the user endpoint with the hierarchical address 

of 1.0.3, and the network server with the address 0.0.0. The connection between the 

TCP source and sink is a t the transport layer level regardless of the MAC layer or 

physical layer type. At the handover time the user is handed off from the renewable 

energy base station to the conventional energy base station. For the second handover 

time the user is handed off back from then conventional energy base station to the 

renewable energy base station. This approach is applied also for the case of SCTP. 

In this case one SCTP agent is attached to the source node and another SCTP agent 

is attached to the destination node, effectively connecting the two SCTP agents.
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3 .4 .1  H an d over S cen ario  a n d  Traffic

The simulation progress and im portant events are now described. At the beginning 

of the simulation, the transm itting power of the renewable energy base station is set to 

be 40% with respect to the default power of the conventional energy base station. The 

traffic starts at time t =  3 seconds, and at a random time t=5.02 seconds the power 

of the renewable energy drops so tha t the first handover occurs. At this instant, the 

user is handed off to the conventional energy base station. At time t=8.95 seconds, 

the power of the renewable energy base station comes again to 20% of the default 

value so tha t the second handover occurs a t this time while the mobile user is moving. 

To reflect the fluctuating variance of the renewable energy base station, a t time t =  

9.7 seconds the renewable energy power is set to be 40% in of the default value, then 

by time t =  16.5 seconds it is adjusted to be 60% of the default value. It is order to 

say tha t the first handover instant has been chosen due to the random drop of the 

renewable energy source th a t feeds the renewable energy" base station and the second 

hand over instant has been chosen due to the random rise of the renewable energy 

source tha t feeds the renewable energy base station. So that, the handover instants 

have been selected in random. In our case, where we want to utilize the renewable 

energy resource as much as possible, the handover decision is made only when the 

renewable energy fed base station becomes out of energy (i.e. down case), so the 

prediction of handover time (as in [39]) is not applied here.

The applied traffics here consist of three types:

•  FTP (File transfer protocol) is a traffic stream which may, for example, be a 

file downloading from or uploading to  the internet by the user. In this type 

of traffic the traffic delay is insignificant because it does not affect the user’s 

convenience compared to audio or video traffic.

•  Real audio traffic with a constant bit rate. This audio is adjusted for peer-to-
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peer conservation, so this traffic is very sensitive to the delay th a t may occur 

in the network.

•  Real video traffic stream  tha t simulated a live video transmission. In this case a 

10 second length video stream is transm itted to simulate a live video watching 

over the network. This file was in a YUV format at its origin is from a video trace 

library on the web th a t contains such standard video sequences th a t researchers 

use to test protocol capabilities in carrying video sequences [42], This video 

file(Akiyo) shows a TV  news anchor while she is speaking and the video contains 

300 frames as shown in figure 3.6. We converted this video format from yuv to 

MP4 format to make it suitable to be sent via simulated network. This required 

patching to our default simulation tool to make the video able to  be carried via 

TC P and SCTP [43,44].

In such wire-cum-wireless environment like our topology, the comparison between 

SCTP and TCP to  carry the three types of traffic (FTP, Audio and Video) will be 

conducted for specific criteria as will shown in chapter four. We choose to make the 

comparison between SCTP and T C P not between SCTP and UDP even the UDP is 

usually used to transport multimedia traffic. This is because the UDP has no conges

tion control feature so it will work without any care of the network condition which 

will consume the network limited bandwidth. Therefore TCP used to  be considered 

in the wireless network [40,41]. In addition to tha t the natural of wireless access net

work as ours, required some degree of security to  distinguish the malicious user who 

may access the network offside. SCTP have been used for maintaining the handover, 

but the purposes and the conditions is quite different. Unlike the other previous 

works, in this work the environment is true wireless and the users (especially the user 

to be handed over between the base station) are moving. Also the hand over purposes 

and scenario is employed to save the energy and use the renewable energy as much as
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possible because we consider a fluctuating renewable energy resource. Therefore, the 

handover is subjected to occur many times in a short period. In addition to that, the 

other new thing is tha t the Long term  evolution (LTE) environment is considered in 

this work simulation.

3.5 Sum m ary

In this Chapter we have introduced and explain our proposed solution called Im 

proved Green Cellular Technique by Employing SC TP  Based Handover Mechanism. 

The network topology to be used is dem onstrated and verified. Also, the nature of 

mixed networks tha t contain wired and wireless components and the challenge of con

figuring the addresses hierarchically instead of using a flat addressing mode have been 

explained [45]. The proposed solution considers the natural condition and the user 

movement taking the LTE environment in account. Tougher conditions were added 

to the network to highlight the advantages of SCTP, such as multi-homing. A model 

for the renewable energy' access point was introduced, along with how it changes to 

analogize the renewable energy source practically. Also the user movements inside 

the small cell and the time instants of handovers due to the drop in renewable energy 

feeding the access point have been configured. Several traffic streams have been cho

sen to be used in the simulation. It is only a m atter of configure the simulation tool 

to deal with such traffic streams, especially the video traffic. It is also necessary to 

reformat the video to make it possible to be attached to  the SCTP or T C P agents. 

In this next chapter the simulation tool and results will be discussed in detail.
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C hapter 4

Sim ulation R esu lts and D iscussions

4.1 N etw ork  S im ulation  Tools

In engineering, simulation processes apply representative, time-variable, physical 

conditions to a target system. Networking is a good example of an engineering system 

where the events and variables (e.g. arriving packets or error occurrence) vary with 

time in probabilistic quantities. No closed deterministic mathem atical model can 

describe or represent those quantities, so researchers use simulation to mimic the 

processes tha t occur within tha t system. In nature the events can be continuous or 

discrete. Discrete events (our case) might be computer network packets transm itting 

from the source, arriving at the destination, or queuing in a buffer.

All the network elements in any computerized distribution system are discrete- 

time machine. It is very similar in concept and analogy when solving the differential 

equations in a closed form (for all time values). It is challenging, but one can surpass 

this difficulty by applying a numerical methods, or employing mathem atical identi

ties tha t give the solution of the differential equation at discrete time intervals (for 

example every 1 ms or 1 ps). The same concept is applied in the discrete simulation 

tools.
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There are several discrete event-based simulator tools tha t can be used for network 

simulation [46]. There are some practical commonly used simulation tools such as 

OPNET, Network Simulator 2 (ns-2), O M N et-f+, QualNET. SSFNet and J-Sim.

Usually when choosing a simulation tool or package, researcher must, take into 

consideration the properties and features for the selected tool to go with. The prop

erties to examine depend on the network environment (topology and protocol) and 

simulation objectives tha t the researcher wants to attain  (e.g. scaling network delay 

or observing quality of service). The simulation tool characteristics must intersect 

with what the researcher is interested in. To specify and choose the most suitable 

simulation tools for our needs, the following parameters and features were taken into 

account [47]:

•  The availability and accessibility of the simulation tools software is very impor

tant. This includes how easy it is to atta in  the software and w hether it is open 

source (free licence) or commercial.

•  The environment/the operation system tha t the simulation software is hosted 

in has to be considered. The software must be compatible with the operation 

system such as Windows, Mac OS x or Linux (Linux Kernel).

•  The supported protocols related to such network layer to be tested have to be 

included in simulation tool software package. For example, in our case we have 

to use such software tha t support the TCP and SCTP protocols. This takes in 

consideration the flexibility of the modules and how rich the protocols libraries 

are.

•  The flexibility of the simulation tool and its ease of use have to  be in mind. This 

deals with the user interface of the simulation tool either it has GUI (graphic
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user interface) property or it has a simple script editor (command user interface) 

to interface with [49,50].

4 .1 .1  S im u la tion  T oo ls S u rv ey  an d  C om p arison

The following presents a brief summary about the most common simulation tools 

th a t researchers and students normally use in network simulation and how the most 

suitable one was selected for our intended work [51].

Table 4.1: Key Differences between Simulation Tools
Network Simulators Comparison

Feature Ns2 Ns3 J-Sim OniNet < r QualNET OpNet

P ro g ra m m in g

E n v iro n m en t

C + + /O T cl C + + Java/Jael C + + /N E D C-Based C + + /C

G rap h ica l In- 

te r fa c e (G U I)

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

L icen se

N e e d e d

No No No No Yes Yes

S u p p o rt M o

b ility

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

S u p p o rt

T C P /U D P

Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

S u p p o rt S C T P Yes No No Yes (Basic) Yes No

D o c u m e n ta tio n  

an d  S u p p ort

Excellent Poor Poor good good excellent

As shown in table 4.1 the network simulator (NS-2) provides and satisfies the 

required properties which help to conduct the simulation of our solution (Improved 

Green Cellular Technique by Employing SCTTP Based Handover Mechanism). In 

the next subsection, the ns-2 construction will be introduced and work theory will be
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discussed in detail.

4 .1 .2  N S -2  S im u la tio n  T ool

Network simulator (NS-2) was developed at the University of California-Berkeley. 

Ns-2 is considered to be the standard network simulation tool. More than  50% of 

IEEE papers cite ns-2 as simulator in the field of modelling behaviour of network 

nodes or links [52]. Ns-2 is implemented based on C + +  and OTcl (Object-Oriented 

Tool Command Language). The C + +  part (core part) is an object oriented simulator, 

and the OTcl part (front part) possesses the interpreter tha t executes the command 

scripts. As an example, the network nodes and links construction (i.e. Network 

Topology) in addition to the protocol agents (e.g. SCTP or TCP) are established and 

assigned by the OTcl scripts [53] while the events (e.g. sending, receiving, dropping, 

etc.) on this topology are processed by C + + .

The advantage of using these two programming languages is th a t each language 

has a property tha t the other lacks. C + +  is very strong in performance, but it is 

very difficult to modify it gracefully, which is required in protocol designing or testing 

because there is no easy visual interface. On the other hand, OTcl has a simple user 

interface tha t helps the user to modify or redesign the network components and agents. 

To take advantage of each language's strength, network components and protocols are 

described and complied by C + + , and due to the strength of C + + , the processing time 

is optimized. OTcl, on the other hand, describes network topology and applications 

(e.g. traffic agents), which means changing or modifying network conditions is made 

easy. When the simulation is finished, the output results can be provided either as 

text-based or animation-based information. To visualize the anim ated results, the 

NAM (Network AniMator) tool can be used, as demonstrated in Figure 4.1.

In our proposal we used ns-2.33 (NS-2 version 33) which was released in March
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Figure 4.1: Basic architecture of ns-2 [53]

2008 [37.54] and we ran it on U buntu Linux distribution environment version 9.10. 

We mean to use ns-2.33, and not to use ns-2.34 because the LTE model (for Ns-2) is 

compatible only for ns-2.33 [55]. We got the LTE-model from [55] and we patched it 

to ns-2.33. After that, we did all the required compilation and reconfiguration such 

as re-installation and re-make as follows:

cd /home/abdullah/ns-allinone-2.33/tk8.4.18 
patch -pO < tk-8.4-lastevent.patch 
cd . . /
./install 
cd ns-2.33/
svn checkout http://lte-model.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/ 
mkdir project '/.to make a new directory 
cd lte-model-read-only/ 
sh checkin

cd . . /
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‘/.After that the pathes in MAKE file must be changed to be consistant 
‘/.with the user machine, so the Makefile must be re-edit 
°/» all /root/ns-allinone-2.33 must be changes to your local path 
‘/.for examle mine /home/abdullah/ns-allinone-2.33/ in the Makefile 
‘/,(8 times edit)
‘/.last step 
Make

To simulate the renewable energy variation, we have made the required modifi

cation for the file wirless-phy.cc to make the transmission power of the renewable 

energy base station can be controlled from the TCL script with time to reflect the 

power fluctuating. Finally to simulate the video stream which is not available in the 

ns-2 typical package, we have used the evalvid package [56] which is a framework 

designed to evaluate the video transmission. To make evalvid work with ns-2 we use 

the modified package in [57]. This package is implemented to be used for M PEG 

video transmission over UDP then the received frames can be reconstructed again 

and compared with the original video. This extension of evalvid in [57]has a modified 

source code for UDP (udp.cc) tha t take the reconstruction in consideration and rec

ognize the frame types and position, however the evalvid tool can be employed also 

for TC P and SCTP in the transport level because the evalvid tool can extract the 

video frames and put them in a trace file then these frames can be sent over TC P ar 

SCTP agent but the received frames can not be reconstructed to assembly the video 

because some modifications must be done to the source code of tcp.cc and sctp.cc in 

the ns-2 package which is out of our research purposes and considered to  be in the 

future works.

In order to send the video through our simulated ns-2 network, we have to convert
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.yuv to ,m4v using ffmpeg (compressed video with 30 frames per second):

ffmpeg -s cif -r 30 -b 64000 -bt 3200 -g 30 -i akiyo_cif.yuv -vcodec 
mpeg4 a02.m4v

Then we have to add a hint track the video track and converting it to .mp4 :

MP4Box -hint -mtu 1024 -fps 30 -add a01.m4v a02.mp4

At the end we use the produced compressed file to extract the sender trace file 

(which is equivalent to MP4). Then we have to ’’hint” the video track by converting 

it to ”M4V” . This hinted M4V file is used to extract the sender trace file (ST_a01) 

tha t contains frames ID size and number of packet per frame. This sender trace file 

is the file to be used with ns-2 and TC P and SCTP agents can deal with it (i.e. can 

be transm itted over TC P and SCTP in ns-2):

mp4trace -f -s 192.168.0.2 12346 a01.mp4 > st_a01

Ns-2 supports transport layer protocols by default. This includes signalling, trans

port and control protocols such as TCP, UDP and SCTP. For the first and second 

protocols the source node is attached to the protocol agent and the destination node 

is attached with the protocol sink. Both agent and sink are objects and has their 

default parameters in the TCL library. The output of the simulation comes in a tr  

extended (troff document) file which is generated by ns-2 to  dem onstrate time events 

during the simulation. For the wired part of the network the output trace file of TC P 

protocol comes and organised as shown in table 4.2. For the wireless part, the formate 

is a bit complicated and contains 21 columns instead of 12 as in the case of wired part 

as shown in table 4.3. For the SCTP protocol, the output trace file is as presented 

in table 4.4 and table 4.5 for the wired and wireless part respectfully. As shown in 

table 4.4 the SCTP cares about the stream ID due to the multi stream ing capability
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Table 4.2: Trace File Format for TCP
C olum n no. and D eta ils

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n 12

Event T im e From

N ode

To

Node

P k t

T yp e

Pkt.

Size

Flags Flow

ID

Src.

A dd.

Dst.

Add.

T SN P k t

ID

Table 4.3: Trace File Format of T C P for the Wireless Part
C olum n no. and D eta il

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - 18 19 20 21

Evenl T im e From

Node

MAC

A ction

Flag P k t

ID

P k t

T ype

P kt

Size

- TSN- - - -

of SCTP. We have run the simulation several time (more than 20 times) for each case 

(each traffic type ) to make it m atch reality as possible. We have found the simulation 

result and graph envelop is similar and no much difference in result such as delay or 

throughput (in the order of 0.1 ms in instantaneous delay and in variance of 3 to 5 

Kbps in the instantaneous throughput for audio and in the level of .1 Mbps for FT P 

and video traffic). This is make since when looking to ns2 as a  discrete event and 

there are a lot of events (the number of packets per second). In additional to  tha t the 

simulation step is less than 0.001 second which makes the stochastic model behaves 

in precision and get enough chance to recover any accumulating quantity [58], We 

have employed the AWK [59,60] software to catch and filtrate the results out of the 

output trace file (.tr file). For plotting, we have used GNUPLOT [61].
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Table 4.4: Trace File Format for SCTP
F ields no. and  descrip tion

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 l i 12 13 14 15

Event T im e From

Node

To

Node

P kt

T ype

P k t

Size

Flags Flow

ID

Src.

A dd.

D st.

A dd.

N /A TSN P k t

ID

Strm

ID

SSN

Table 4.5: Trace File Format of SCTP for the Wireless Part
C olum n no. and D eta il

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - 19 20 21 22

Even Tim e From

Node

MAC

A ction

Flag P k t

ID

P kt

T ype

P k t

Size

- D ata

Ind.

T SN - - -

4.2 R esu lts  o f T C P  and S C T P  based H andovers

4 .2 .1  F T P  Traffic

After running the simulation for the F T P  traffic for two handover times between the 

renewable energy base station and the conventional energy base station, the output 

result is displayed in Figure 4.2. As shown in Figure 4.2 the first handover instant (at 

the time of 5.02 seconds) the stream  of T C P stopped and it took around one second 

to continue after TCP managed the handover to the conventional energy access point. 

At the second handover instant (at the tim e of 8.9 seconds) the handover took a little 

bit lower time to manage the handover back to the renewable energy access point. 

For SCTP stream, the superiority of the SCTP performance can be shown in term  

of good behaviour to the handover (very low delay during the handover and more 

TSN). It can be shown that some of the packets after the first handover have been 

lost and when the sender did not receive any ack, it sent them again and tha t explain
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the disturbance of the TSN graph of the SCTP. At the second handover instant. 

SCTP stream seams very smooth and we believe the reason is tha t the user is closer 

to the tower and the handover is from the conventional energy access point to  the 

renewable energy access point so both of them are on in this handover instant. The 

instantaneous throughput is evaluated from the output trace file and figured out in 

Figure 4.3.

350
TSN Plot for TCP based Handover ftp---- ~

T SN _ P tot .for. SCTP .based, Handover TtP
i " *

300

250

200
zto*-

150

100

5 10 150 20
Simulation time in seconds

Figure 4.2: SCTP vs. TC P TSN behaviour for FTP traffic

As Shown in this figure, the SCTP throughput increases in a logarithmic scale 

smoothly and did not like be affected by the first handover expect some little distur

bance until it saturated around 1.9 Mbps. The TC P throughput in this figure got a 

disconnection after the first handover, then it increased Significantly until the second 

handover (from the conventional energy access point to the renewable energy access
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point). It then decreased and saturated  around one Mbps. This decreasing in the 

TC P throughput consist with the relative less energy of the renewable energy access 

point. Finally, the instantaneous delay is evaluated from the trace file is presented 

in Figure 4.4. From this figure, it is clear that the instantaneous delay behaviour of 

SCTP is around 0.25 seconds on average, although it reached around 0.8 seconds at 

the first handover. The TCP instantaneous delay reaches more than  one second at 

the first handover, bu t after th a t it is less than 0.2 seconds in most of the packets but 

it is more than one second in some few' packets. However there is a trade off between 

the instantaneous delay and the number of packets tha t have been sent, which clari

fies tha t the SCTP delay is due to the higher number of packets th a t have been sent 

as compared to TCP.

T C P  Throughput tor FTP 
SCTP Throughput for .FTP2000

1500

&
a  1000ZJ
e
•Ct-

500

5 100 15 20
Simulation time in seconds

Figure 4.3: SCTP vs. TCP instantaneous throughput behaviour for F T P  traffic
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Figure 4.4: SCTP vs. TCP delay behaviour for FTP traffic

4 .2 .2  A u d io  Traffic

A simulation for audio traffic was also run. Again, there were two handovers 

between the renewable and conventional energy base stations. The TSN output results 

are presented in Figure 4.5. In this case, the audio traffic is assigned to be peer to 

peer conversation. The LTE class in this case is assigned to be class 0 which means 

the priority is for the audio traffic. As dem onstrated in Figure 4.5 the TSN plot 

for the TCP reached to  just 16% out of the TSN plot of SCTP approximately. This 

shows the capability of SCTP to carry the audio traffic even in the existence of other 

traffic that comes of other two mobile users in the network as shown in the topology in 

chapter 3. The instantaneous throughput is evaluated from the output trace file and
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presented in Figure 4.6. As in this figure, the throughput of SCTP reached about 85 

Kbps while it is around 25 kbps in the case of TCP. Finally the instantaneous delay 

have been evaluated from the trace file as presented in Figure 4.7. As in this figure, 

the instantaneous delay in the case of SCTP is 0.3 seconds maximum while it is a 

little bit better behaviour in the case of TC P but at the expense of number of packets 

tha t have been sent. In other word a smaller number of audio sessions can be served 

in the case of TCP as compared to SCTP. The reason of the delay difference being 

not significant in figure 4.7 is th a t the LTE class is assigned in class 0 in case of both 

TCP and SCTP audio traffic, th a t means the audio packets have the priority in the 

the buffer for every node and they should be transm itted  as soon as possible. Also, 

in our simulation we have only one audio session between one mobile user and the 

server so the congestion between same level of priority does not occur in this case. 

Otherwise, the instantaneous delay will be worse especially for TCP.

4 .2 .3  V id eo  Traffic

A simulation for video traffic was also run. It also had two handover times 

between the renewable and conventional energy base stations. The output results 

are displayed in Figure 4.8. In this case the video traffic is assigned to  be video 

streaming (i.e. watching an MP4 file). The LTE class in this case is assigned to 

be class 1. This video file (akiyo_cif.yuv) as described in chapter three is 45.6 MB. 

but after converting it to an MP4 it becomes 630 KB (5160960 bits). To send this 

5.16 M bits file in ten seconds, a bit rate of 0.52 Mbps is needed. This is consistent 

with the result of instantaneous throughput as dem onstrated in Figure 4.9. In this 

figure the throughput in the case of SCTP saturates around 0.63 Mbps. Regarding 

the observed discontinuity at the time of 13.5 seconds, this it is because the video 

stream have finished (the video is ten seconds long) and it had been retransm itted
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Figure 4.5: SCTP vs. TCP TSN behaviour for audio traffic

again. Also it is clear from the this figure tha t the throughput in the case of TC P 

saturates around 0.23 Mbps which means some jam and delay are expected. More 

than ten seconds time is needed to  transport this ten seconds length video stream. 

Finally the instantaneous delay is evaluated from the trace file as dem onstrated in 

figure 4.10. As shown in this figure, the instantaneous delay in the case of SCTP is 

0.25 sec maximum. However, it is worse in the case of TC P where the delay jum ps 

to more than one second in some packets and some other packets has more than 0.5 

seconds delay. This high delay is too much for a video stream transmission. Based 

on our results, SCTP average delay per packet is much better than  tha t of TC P for 

all traffic types we applied in the simulation. Figure 4.11 demonstrates a summary 

of the average delay per packet for FTP, audio and video traffic, which indicates the 

Superiority of SCTP.
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Figure 4.6: SCTP vs. TC P instantaneous throughput behaviour for audio traffic

4.3 Sum m ary

In this Chapter we have provided a quick survey of the available simulation tools 

and why ns-2.33 was chosen for our purposes. The most significant reasons are the 

SCTP protocol with LTE models supportability and being very public, which is very 

im portant for academia. We have shown and explain the simulation outputs and 

results of our suggested solution Improved Green Cellular Technique by Employing 

SC TP Based Handover Mechanism  using ns-2 as a simulation tool (version ns-2.33). 

In addition, we have discussed the required patches such as the LTE models to  test the 

performance of TCP and SCTP protocols in carrying FTP, Audio and Video stream 

in the wire-cum-wireless network during the handover events. We have shown the 

capability, superiority and excellence of SCTP performance over T C P performance. 

Thus SCTP is high recommended to be the transport layer protocol in the green
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Figure 4.7: SCTP vs. TC P delay behaviour for audio traffic 

wireless network.

The simulation consisted of sending FTP, audio, and video stream s between two 

endpoints in a mixed network considering LTE models and under the conditions of 

using a renewable energy source to feed the wireless part of the network in conjunc

tion with a traditional energy source. The simulation applied more than  one handover 

between the access point fed by the renewable energy feeder to th a t fed by the trad i

tional energy feeder as an analogy to what happens in the  field when the renewable 

energy feeder goes down. The mobile user should be handed over to the access point 

fed by the traditional energy feeder temporarily until the renewable energy feeder is 

up again, and then the user should be handed back to save energy.

The comparison between SCTP and TCP involved three essential criteria: the 

TSN, the instantaneous throughput, and the instantaneous delay. SCTP was found
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Figure 4.8: SCTP vs. TC P TSN behaviour for video traffic

to be capable in reaching more TSN than  could TCP, especially in the video stream. 

This gives an indication tha t SCTP can send much more data w ithout negative ef

fects from the handover, unlike what happens in the case of TC P where the stream 

gets discontinued until an alternative connection is found. It is safe to say th a t 

the multi-homing and multi-streaming properties of SCTP play an essential role for 

the SCTP stream to be very stable. The multi-homing feature makes SCTP able 

to switch smoothly to an alternative path  (other intermediate IP address) and the 

multi-streaming feature, in addition to  being a message-oriented protocol, makes 

SCTP fragment the message into data chunks and send them independently. If there 

are any missing data chunks a t the destination, this specific missing chuck will be 

re-sent, and it will be put in order when received at the destination. TC P has no 

multi-homing nor a multi-streaming feature, so it uses a strict order of delivery. Any
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Figure 4.9: SCTP vs. TCP instantaneous throughput behaviour for video traffic

lost or unreceived packets will make the next ordered packets wait in the receiver 

buffer until this lost packet re-transm its, which makes these packets subject to delay 

or dropping out of the buffer. In addition, it is expected that the TSN behaviour 

in the case of TCP will be negatively affected during the handover. Finally, SCTP 

throughput increases dramatically w ithout any remarkable effect from the handover, 

unlike TCP whose throughput decreases after the handover for the reason previously 

mentioned.
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C hapter 5

C onclusions and Future W ork

5.1 C onclusions

This thesis introduced a novel solution tha t employs the SCTP protocol to ensure 

a graceful handover between renewable and traditional energy fed base stations. The 

advantage of this solution is the ease of adoption by the interested parties. These 

include concerned commercial entities or residents, especially in remote areas, where 

they cannot be connected to traditional electricity. The overall goal is to reduce 

dependence on fossil fuels, which means lower gas emissions responsible for global 

warming, most notably carbon dioxide.

The proposed solution is a transport layer approach and it applies the end-to-end 

principle, where any change tha t can be done in the end of the system should to  be 

done there. The network backbone (e.g. router network) remains the same when 

applying this proposed solution, which makes it easier to go adopt the SCTP proto

col. Moreover, It is not just about reducing emissions, but it is also about increasing 

economic gains benefit for network operator by reducing operating expenses. While 

this proposed solution needs time to be deployed, it has been targeted towards access 

networks due to their large geographical area, increasing the probability th a t sustain
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able energy will be used there. In Saudi Arabia (my country), for example, there are 

initiatives to adopt the main three sources of sustainable energy: wind energy, solar 

energy and sea waves energy.

Simulations have been conducted to show th a t the behaviour of the SCTP is 

impressive and touchable in the heterogeneous topology as compared to TCP. SCTP 

maintains and satisfies the quality of service for delay-sensitive stream s such as audio 

or video streams. The packet lengths of SCTP and TC P were adjusted to be as 

close as possible to make a faire comparison. The importance of the reliability of the 

transmission protocol tha t carries and controls the video stream in the new generation 

of mobile network is not only for traditional entertainm ent video stream s targeted 

for broadcasting (multi-casting or uni-casting) between peers in a  network or between 

users and servers. In fact, new and very advanced computer applications tha t interact 

with human body movements or reactions, known as haptics applications, need this 

reliability as wrell. For example, a few seconds of video of a user facial expressions 

or fingers movements could be a password to log to a remote system server, and the 

user would use a mobile camera to do the log on procedure. In this case it is very 

im portant for a secure account to keep the connection smoothly without considerable 

delay or stream disturbance. This is available in the SCTP protocol even during 

handover instants.

It has been shown in this thesis th a t SCTP keeps the continuity of the data  

streams, audio streams and video streams. Due to the multi-homing capability, it 

shifts to an alternative energy path  when the primary one goes down. Moreover, the 

multi-streaming property of SCTP makes the handover process graceful, or in other 

words, at the handover time some of the data chunks can go through the prim ary 

path and any dropped chunks due to an interrupted link will not affect the following 

data  chunks sent through an alternative path. This is because SCTP segments can be
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reordered according to their TSN number, even if some higher ordered TSN arrives 

before a lower ordered TSN. This capability is not available in TCP. In the trace file 

tha t contains the time events trace of the simulation using ns-2, it was confirmed 

while applying SCTP, some higher ordered TSNs were received and acknowledged 

before some lower ordered TSNs.

5.2 Future W ork

Our future work plan includes two dimensions: to expand the access network and 

to change the simulation tool. So far we have concentrated on micro position area 

for applying the SCTP based handover such as small cell. We are now interested 

in applying SCTP handover scenario on the scale of maerocells such as WIMAX 

(Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) [62] to make the renewable energy 

utilization more practical and more efficient. In this case the number of mobile users 

will be much higher. In addition to that, the per user traffic demand is very huge. 

There is a new (on going) version of network simulator called network simulator 

version 3 (ns-3), and it is expected to replace the popular ns-2. Ns-3 last release is 

ns-3.13 which has been released in 2011 and came with enhanced features such as 

graphic user interface (GUI).

System architecture Evolution (SAE) is considered to  be the backbone network 

architecture (core network) of LTE (Long Term Evolution) wireless standard. The 

most im portant part of SAE architecture is the evolved packet core (EPC), which 

cares about Mobility Management Entity, the Serving Gateway and the Packet D ata 

Network (PDN) gateway.

The LTE-EPC network simulator (LENA) is a newly released open-source simu

lator [64]. This simulator is based on ns-3 network simulator, which means all the 

transport protocols supported by ns-3 are included (e.g. TCP and UDP) or can be
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included soon (e.g. SCTP). Ns-3 currently supports T C P and UDP protocols in the 

transport layer but does not handle SCTP protocol because SCTP modules are not 

part of ns-3 package yet. Once the ns-3 developers group add SCTP to ns-3, it would 

be possible to use SCTP with LENA after doing the required modifications on the 

classifier to decode the SCTP header. We are planning to  go through th a t and use 

LENA simulator applying SCTP as transport protocol because LENA simulator pro

vides platforms of LTE vendors (LTE femto and LTE macro vendors). The LTE, as 

the access part of the evolved packet system (EPS), will maintain the requirements 

for the modern access network, such as high spectral efficiency, high da ta  rate and 

frequency flexibility. Our plane is to create a heterogeneous topology consisting of an 

LTE access network (base stations and evolved nodes) and WIMAX access network, 

in additional to  the core network (EPC), which is capable to  work w ith these different 

access technologies. This topology can be simulated by employing LENA over ns-3 

to cover WIMAX standards or any other access technology not developed by 3G PP 

(3rd Generation Partnership Project) such as W IFI. The users will be handed over 

from renewable energy fed base stations (LTE femtocells base station or WIMAX base 

station) and the conventional energy fed base station in this heterogeneous topology, 

even if the two peers are not in the same cell to  check the traffic quality of service 

(QoS).

In addition to the MAC and transport layer, our plan is to consider multimedia 

traffic streams, especially video. Since the QoS parameters of the stream  during 

the handover instant is very im portant, we will apply the QoS in the application 

layer level, not only in the transport layer. Our plan includes subjective metrics to 

assess the quality of the video stream, such as mean opinion score (MOS) and peak 

signal noise ratio (PSNR). It is very impressive to send a watermarked media (mainly 

video) and check the affection due to several times of SCTP based handover tha t are
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expected between the renewable energy fed base station to conventional energy fed 

base station.

Finally, SCTP was originally designed to cover the signalling between the trunk 

gateways of circuit switch based networks to new IP-based networks (next generation 

network). In the IP-based network, session initiation protocol (SIP) is employed to 

control communication sessions over IP. Using SCTP as the transport protocol for 

SIP in heterogeneous network is a considerable idea for our future plans.
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A ppendix  A  

Sim ulation Scripts

The ns-2 simulation script for sending FTP, audio and video traffic over both TC P 

and SCTP in our proposed scheme is described as follows.

A .l  F T P  and A udio  Traffic v ia  T C P  and S C T P

#This script is written by Abdullah Al-Janah 

#Carleton University 2012

#system and Computer Engineering Department 

#The topology contains:

#1-Three mobile users

#2-Two base stations

#3~0ne multi-homed base station

#4-Gateway router

#5-Main server

#Proposed Topology 
#
#
#
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
# router0(0.0.0)
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
# routerl(0.0.1) -
# (Gate Way)
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

I ifaceOCl.O.4)I MutiFacel
j----------------+. Node I
t ifacelU.0.5)! (1.0.6)1

Second mobile node

renewable energy base station(l.1.0)

/
/
/

/
/

main base stationCl.0.0) --------------------------
\ t iface0(l.0.1)I MutiFace |
\ |--------------+ Node I
\ I ifaceld.0.2)1 (1.0.3) I

\  ------------------------------
\ main mobile node
\

conventional energy base station(l.1.1)

i ifaceO:(1.0.7)I |
I + MutiFaceNodeI
I ifacel:(1.0.8)! (1.0.9) I

third mobile node

#To set the simulation parameters for wire and wireless

#  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = s s = = ! s = = = :

set opt(chan) Channe1/W i re1e s sChanne1 # channel type
set opt(prop) Propagat i on/TwoRayGround # radio-propagation model
set opt(netif) Phy/WirelessPhy # network interface type
set opt(mac) Mac/802_11 # MAC type
set opt (if q) Queue/DropTail/PriQueue # interface queue type
set opt(11) LL # link layer type
set opt(ant) Ant enna/Omni Ant enna # antenna model
set opt(ifqlen) 50 # max packet in ifq
set opt (nn) 3 # number of mobilenodes
set opt(adhocRouting) DSDV # routing protocol

set opt(cp) n ii # connection pattern file
set opt(sc) ./mobility/scene/scen-3-test" # node movement file, '/.not
# used
set opt(err) MarkovErrorModel

set opt(x) 150 ;# x coordinate of topology
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set opt(y) 150 ;# y coordinate of topology
set opt(seed) 0.0 ;# seed for random number gen
set opt(stop) 20 ;# time to stop simulation

set opt(ftpl-start) 1.60
set opt(ftp2-start) 3.70

set num_wired_nodes 2
set num_bs_nodes 2

# check for boundary parameters and random seed

set max_fragmented_size 1024

#add udp header(8 bytes) and IP header (20bytes) 
set packetSize 1052

Queue/LTEQueue set qos_ true
# flow_control_ is used in the model phase 
Queue/LTEQueue set flow_control_ true
# later HVQ flow control mechanism is used 
Queue/LTEQueue set HVQ_UE true 
Queue/LTEQueue set HVQ_eNB false 
Queue/LTEQueue set HVQ.cell false

Trace set show_sctphdr_ 1

i f  { $ o p t(x )  == 0  i I $ o p t ( y )  = =  0  > {
puts "No X-Y boundary values given for wireless topology\n"

>
if {$opt(seed) > 0} •{

puts "Seeding Random number generator with $opt(seed)\n" 
ns-random $opt(seed)

>
# create simulator instance 
set ns_ [new Simulator]

# set up for hierarchical routing
$ns_ node-config -addressType hierarchical
AddrParams set domain_num_ 2 ;# number of domains
lappend cluster_num 2 2 ;# number of clusters in each domain
AddrParams set cluster_num_ $cluster_num
lappend eilastlevel 1 1 10 2 ;# number of nodes in each cluster
AddrParams set nodes_num_ $eilastlevel ;# of each domain

set tracefd [open wireless2-out.tr w] 
set namtrace [open wireless2-out.nam w]
$ns_ trace-all $tracefd
$ns_ namtrace-all-wireless Snamtrace Sopt(x) $opt(y)

# Create topography object 
set topo [new Topography]

# define topology
$topo load_flatgrid $opt(x) $opt(y)
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# create God
create-god [expr $opt(rm) + $num_bs..nodes]

#create wired nodes
set temp {0.0.0 0.1.0}- ;# hierarchical addresses for wired domain
for {set i 0} {$i < $num_wired_nodes> {incr i> { 

set W_($i) [$ns_ node [lindex $temp $i]]

puts "W_($i) id = [$W_($i) id]"

>

#provide some co-ord (fixed) to base station node
$W_(0) set X_ -200.0
$W_(0) set Y_ 2.0
$W_(0) set Z_ 0.0

#provide some co-ord (fixed) to base station node
$W_(1) set X_ -50.0
$W_(1) set Y_ 2.0
$W_(1) set Z_ 0.0

set chan_l [new $opt(chan)]

set chan_2 [new $opt(chan)] 
set chan_3 [new $opt(chan)]

# configure for base-station node
$ns_ node-config -adhocRouting $opt(adhocRouting) \ 

-HType $opt(ll) \
-macType $opt(mac) \
-ifqType $opt(ifq) \
-ifqLen $opt(ifqlen) \
-antType $opt(ant) \
-propType $opt(prop) \
-phyType Sopt(netif) \
-channelType $opt(chan) \ 
-topolnstance $topo \
-wiredRouting ON \
-agentTrace OFF \
-routerTrace ON \
-macTrace ON \
-multihome-core ON \

$ns_ node-config -wiredRouting ON \
-channelType $chan_2\

#create base-station node
set temp {1.0.0 1.0.1 1.0.2 1.0.3 1.0.4} ;# hier address to be used for
# wireless

set tempi {1.1.0 1.1.1}
;# domain

set BS_(0) [$ns_ node [lindex $temp 0]]

$BS_(0) random-motion 0 ;# disable random motion
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•provide some co-ord (fixed) to base station node 
$BS_(0) set X_ 20.0 
$BS_(0) set Y_ 20.0 
$BS_(0) set Z_ 0.0

puts "BS_(0) id = [$BS_(0) id]"

$BS_(0) label "BS_(0)"

set BSif_(l) [$ns_ node [lindex $templ 0]]

$BSif_(l) random-motion 0 ;# disable random motion

$BSif_(1) set X. 40.0 
$BSif_(l) set Y_ 48.0 
$BSif_(1) set Z_ 0.0

puts "BSif_(l) id * [$BSif_(D id]" 

$BSif_(l) label "BSif.CD"

set BSif_(2) [$ns_ node [lindex $templ 1]]

$BSif_(2) random-motion 0 ;# disable random motion

$BSif_(2) set X_ 0.0 
$BSif_(2) set Y_ 48.0 
$BSif_(2) set Z_ 0.0

puts "BSif_(2) id = [$BSif_(2) id]" 

$BSif_(2) label MBSif_(2)"

•set BSifl [$ns_ node ] 

•set BSif2 [$ns_ node ]

# create mobilenodes in the same domain as BS_(0)
# note the position and movement of mobilenodes is as defined
# in $opt(sc)

•configure for mobilenodes
$ns_ node-config -wiredRouting ON \

-channelType $chan_2\

for {set j 0} {$j <$opt(nn)-l}- {incr j} {
set node_($j) [$ns_ node [lindex $temp [expr $j+l]] ]

# $node_($j) base-station [AddrParams addr2id \
# [$BSif_(l) node-addr]]

•puts "node_($j) id = [$node_($j) id]"

>
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$node_(0) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion 

#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BS_(0) node-addr]]

$node_(0) set X_ 140.0 
$node_(0) set Y_ 100.0 
$node_(0) set Z_ 0.0

$node_(l) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion

#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BS_(0) node-addr]]

$node_(l) set X_ 140.0 
$node_(l) set Y_ 90.0 
$node_(l) set Z_ 0.0

$node_(l) label "node.CD" 
$node_(0) label hnode_(0)"

$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif.(l) node-addr]]
$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

#set Node_(5) [$ns_ node 1.0.4]
#set routerO [$ns node 3.0.0]
#puts "node.(2) id = [$node_(2) id]"

$ns_ node-config -channelType $chan_2\ 

set node.(2) [$ns_ node 1.0.3]

$node_(2) random-motion 0 ;# disable random motion
$node.(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(0> node-addr]]

$node_(2) set X. 150.5 
$node_(2) set Y_ 95.0 
$node_(2) set Z_ 0.0

set multihome-core $node_(2)

#[$node.(2) set mac.(O)] set-channel 3 
#[$node_(2) set mac_(0)] set-channel 3

 # to add more mobile nodes---------------------------

set temp2 {1.0.0 1.0.1 1.0.2 1.0.3 1.0.4 1.0.5 1.0.6 1.0.7 1.0.8 1.0.9}

for {set j 3} {$j <$opt(nn)+2> {incr j} {
set node_($j) [$ns_ node [lindex $temp2 [expr $j+l]] ]

# $node_($j) base-station [AddrParams addr2id \
# [$BSif_(l) node-addr]]

puts "node_($j) id = [$node_($j) id]"
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>

$node_(3) label "node.(3)"
$node_(4) label ,,node_(4),,

$node_(3) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion 

#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BS_(0) node-addr]]

$node_(3) set X_ -140.0 
$node_(3) set Y_ 100.0 
$node_(3) set Z_ 0.0

$node_(4) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion 

#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BS_(0) node-addr]]

$node_<4) set X„ -140.0 
$node_(4) set Y_ 90.0 
$node_(4) set Z_ 0.0

#$node_(3) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(l) node-addr]] 
$node_(4) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

$ns_ node-config -hannelType $chan_2\ 

set node.(5) [$ns_ node 1.0.6]

$node_(5) random-motion 0 ;# disable random motion
$node_(5) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(4) node-addr]]

#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(l) node-addr]]

$node_(5) set X_ -150.5 
$node_(5) set Y_ 95.0 
$node_(5) set Z_ 0.0

#$node_(5) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(0) node-addr]] 
set multihome-core $node_(5)

#--------------------------------

 #-----------------To add the third o n e ------------------------

set temp3 {1.0.0 1.0.1 1.0.2 1.0.3 1.0.4 1.0.5 1.0.6 1.0.7 1.0.9 1.0.8}

for {set j 6} {$j <$opt(nn)+5> {incr j} {
set node_($j) [$ns_ node [lindex $temp3 [expr $j+l]] ]

# $node_($j) base-station [AddrPeirams addr2id \
# [$BSif_(l> node-addr]]
puts "node_($j) id * [$node_($j) id]"

}

$node_(6) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion 

$node_(6) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]
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$node_(6) set X_ -100.0 
$node_(6) set Y_ 45.0 
$node_(6) set Z_ 0.0

$node„(7) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion

#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BS_(0) node-addr]]

$node_C7) set X_ -100.0 
$node_(7) set Y_ 35.0 
$node_(7) set Z_ 0.0

$ns_ node-config -hannelType $chan_2\
-multihome-core ON \

set node_(8) [$ns_ node 1.0.8]

$node_(8) random-motion 0 ;# disable random motion
$node_(8) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(6) node-addr]]

#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(l) node-addr]]

$node_(8) set X_ -110.0 
$node_(8) set Y_ 40.0 
$node_(8) set Z_ 0.0

#$node_(8) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(0) node-addr]] 
set multihome-core $node_(8)

#

puts "node_(2) id - [$node_(2) id]

#set multilf $node_(2)

puts "W_(0) id = [$W_(0) id]"
puts "W_(D id = [$W_(1> id]"

#puts "BSO) id = [$BS_(0) id]"
#puts "BS_(0) :id = [$BS_(0) id]

puts "BSif_(1) id = [$BSif_(1) id]
puts "BSif_(2) id = [$BSif_(2) id]

puts "node_(0) id = [$node_(0) id]
puts "node_(l) id = [$node_(i) id]
puts "node_(2) id = [$node_(2) id]
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puts "W_(0) entry * [$V_(0) entry]” 
puts ”W_(1) entry * [$W_(1) entry]"

#puts "BS.(O) entry * [$BS_(0) entry]"

puts "BSif.(l) entry * [$BSif_(D entry]"
puts "BSif_(2) entry = [$BSif_(2) entry]"

puts "node.(O) entry * [$node_(0) entry]"
puts "node_(l> entry = [$node_(l) entry]"

puts "node.(2) entry =[$node_(2) entry]"

#Define different colors for data of voice flows
$ns. color 1 MediumBlue
$ns_ color 2 Red
$ns_ color 3 Turquoise
$ns_ color 4 Purple
$ns. color 5 Yellow
$ns_ color 6 Green
$ns. color 7 Orange
$ns_ color 8 DarkOrchid
$ns_ color 9 OliveDrab
$ns_ color 10 MediumBlue
$ns. color 13 SeaGreen

set em_ [new ErrorModel]
$em_ unit pkt 
$em_ set rate. 0.02
$em_ ranvar [new RandomVariable/Uniform]
#$node_(2) interface-errormodel $em_

#$node_(2) interface-errormodel [$val(err)]

#$node interface-errormodel $em_

#create links between wired and BS nodes

$ns_ duplex-link $W_(0) $W_(1) 5Mb 2ms LTEQueue/ULAirQueue 
$ns_ duplex-link $W_(1) $BS_(0) 5Mb 2ms LTEQueue/ULAirQueue

#Queue/DropTail set limit. 100

#Application/Traffic/CBR_PP set rate. 40048Kb

#$ns_ duplex-link $W_(0) $W_(1) .5Mb 2ms DropTail 
#$ns_ duplex-link $W_(1) $BS_(0) .5Mb 2ms DropTail

$ns. duplex-link-op $W_(0) $W_(1) orient down 
$ns_ duplex-link-op $W_(1) $BS_(0) orient left-down

$ns_ duplex-link $BS_(0) $BSif_(l) 5Mb 2ms LTEQueue/ULAirQueue 
$ns_ duplex-link SBS_(0) $BSif_(2) 5Mb 2ms LTEQueue/ULAirQueue

$ns_ duplex-link-op $BS_(0) $BSif_(l) orient wright-down 
$ns. duplex-link-op $BS_(0) $BSif_(2) orient left-down

#$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(0) node-addr]]
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#$node_.(2) base-station. [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(D node-addr]]

#$ns_ duplex-link $node„(l) $node.(2) 5Mb 2ms DropTail 
#$ns. duplex-link $node_(0) $node_(2) 5Mb 2ms DropTail

$ns_ multihome-add-interface $BS_(0) $BSif_(l)
$ns_ multihome-add-interface $BS_(0) $BSif_(2)

$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(2) $node_(0) 
$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(2) $node_(l)

$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(5) $node_(3) 
$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(5) $node.(4)

#$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(8) $node_(7) 
#$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(8) $node_(6)

#$simplelink errormodule

$ns_ lossmodel $em_ $W.(Q) $W_(1)

# setup SCTP connections 
set sctpl [new Agent/SCTP] 
$sctpl set class. 0

#$sctpl set debugMask. -1 
#$sctpl set debugFilelndex. 1 
#$sctpl set mtu_ 1092 
$sctpl set initialCwnd. 1

#$sctpl set debugMask. -1 
#$sctpl set debugFilelndex. 1 
#$sctpl set mtu__ 1092 
#$sctpl set initialRwnd. 131072 
#$sctpl set useDelayedSacks. 1

$sctpl set packetSize. 1052 
#set packetSize 1052
$sctpl set dataChunkSize. 1260 
#$sctpl set numOutStreams. 1 
#$sctpl set oneHeartbeatTimer. 0

$ns_ attach-agent $W.(0) $sctpl

set sctp2 [new Agent/SCTP]
$sctp2 set class. 0
#$ns_ multihome-attach-agent $node_(2) $sinkl 
$sctpl set initialCwnd. 1 

#$sctp2 set fid_ 0 
#$sctp2 set debugMask. -1 
#$sctp2 set debugFilelndex. 0 
#$sctp2 set mtu. 1092
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$sctp2 set dataChunkSize. 1260 
#$sctp2 set numOutStreams. 1 
#$sctp2 set oneHeartbeatTimer. 0 
$sctp2 set packetSize. 1052 
#$sctp2 set.filename st_a01

$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $sctp2

$ns_ connect $sctp2 $sctpl

#$sctpl set-primary-destination .0127

set top [new Agent/TCP]
$tcp set class. 2
set sink [new Agent/TCPSink]
$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $tcp 
$ns_ attach-agent $W_(0) $sink 
#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $sink2 
$ns_ connect $tcp $sink 
#set ftp2 [new Application/FTP]
#$ftp2 attach-agent $tcp2
#$ns_ at $opt(ftp2-start) "$ftp2 start"

#$sctpl set-primary-destination _ol27

set agent [new Agent/TCP]
$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $agent

#$agent set class. 1 
$agent set packetSize. 1400 
#$agent set initialCwnd. 2 
#$agent set cwnd_ 2 
#$agent set class. 1 
#set size 500
$agent set color 6

$agent set class. 2 
#$agent set packetSize. 2000 
set sink [new Agent/TCPSink]

$ns_ attach-agent $W.(0) $sink

$ns_ connect $agent $sink

set agent2 [new Agent/TCP]
$ns. attach-agent $node_(8) $agent2

$agent2 set class. 3 
$agent2 set packetSize. 1400 
#$agent set initialCwnd. 2 
$agent2 set cwnd. 2 
#$agent set class. 1 
#set size 500
Sagent2 set color 1
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#$agent set packetSize, 2000 
set sink2 [new Agent/TCPSink]

$ns_ attach-agent $W_(1) $sink2

$ns_ connect $agent2 $sink2

set agentl [new Agent/TCP]
$ns, attach-agent $node_(5) $agentl

Sagentl set class, 3

Sagenti set color 4

set sinkl [new Agent/TCPSink]

$ns_ attach-agent $W_(1) Ssinkl 

$ns_ connect $agentl $sinkl

set app [new Application/FTP]
#set app [new Application/Traffic/CBR]

set app [new Application/FTP]

set appl [new Application/FTP] 
set app2 [new Application/FTP]
#$app set rate lOOOOOOOkb

set realaudio($i) [new Application/Traffic/RealAudio]

#set ftpl [new Application/FTP]
#$ftpl set rate 10000000Mb 
$realaudio($i) attach-agent $sctp2 
#$videol attach-agent $sctp2 
#$videol attach-tracefile $trace_file 
#$realaudio($i) attach-agent $agent 
#$ns_ at .06 *'$realaudio($i) start"
#$ns_ at 3.6 "$videol start"
#$sctp2 force-source _o!27

#$realaudio($i) attach-agent $agenti

$app2 attach-agent $agent2 
$appl attach-agent $agentl 
$ns_ at .16 "$realaudio($i) start"
#$ns_ at 3.6 "$appl start"
$ns_ at 4.16 "$app2 start"
$ns, at 10.16 "$app2 stop"

proc redirectTraffic {} i
global multiFaceNode sctp, ifaceO ifacel ns, routerO 
# sctpl sctp2 node_(l) BSif, W_ BS_

#$sctp_(l) set-primary-destination $ifacel 
#$ns connect $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2)

routerl
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#$multiFaceNode attach-agent $sctp_(2) $ifacel ;# the interface is used for
# sending
$ns_ attach-agent $node_(l) $sctp_(2)
#$multiFaceNode connect-agent $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2) $ifacel ;# the interface is

# used for receiving

#$ns connect $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2)
#$ns connect $sctp_(0) $sctp_(l)

#$ns_ connect $sctpl $sctp2

#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $sctp2 
$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
#$sctpl set-primary-destination $node_(2)

$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id

[$BSif_(2> node-addr]] 
t$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

[$node_(0) node-addr]] 
[$node_(1) node-addr]]

#$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 

#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id

[$BSif_(2) node-addr]] 

[$BSif_(l) node-addr]]

#$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

#$sctp2 force-source node_(l)
#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]
#$sctp2 force-source $node_(0)
#$W_(0) add-route 7 1
#$W_(1) add-route 7 2
#$BS_(0) add-route 7 1 
#$BSif_(2) add-route 7
#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2> node-addr]]

$sctpl set-primary-destination $node_(2)
#$ns_ connect $sctpl $sctp2

>

# #### # # ------------------------------------------

proc redirectTrafficl O  {
global multiFaceNode sctp_ ifaceO ifacei ns_ routerO router! node 
#_ sctpl sctp2 node_(l) BSif_ W_ BS_

#$sctp_(l) set-primary-destination $ifacel 
#$ns connect $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2)

#$multiFaceNode attach-agent $sctp_(2) $ifacel ;# the interface is used for 
#sending
#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(l) $sctp_(2)
#$multiFaceNode connect-agent $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2) Sifacel ;# the interface
# is used for
#receiving

#$ns connect $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2)
#$ns connect $sctp_(0) $sctp_(l)

#$ns_ connect $sctpl $sctp2
$node_(0) set netif_(0)] changePt_ 0.40

Snode^CO) base-station [AddrParams addr2id C$BSif_(l) node-addr]]
#$ns„ attach-agent $node_<2) $sctp2
#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(l) node-addr]]
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#$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(D node-addr]] 
$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(0) node-addr]]

#$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

#$sctp2 force-source node_(l)
#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
#$sctp2 force-source $node_(0)
#$W„(0) add-route 7 1
#$V_(1) add-route 7 2
#$BS_(0) add-route 7 1 
#$BSif_(2) add-route 7
#$node.(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id

[$BSif_(2> node-addr]]

[$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

$sctpl set-primary-destination $node_(2) 
#$ns_ connect $sctpi $sctp2

>

proc redirectTraffic2 {> {
global multiFaceNode sctp. ifaceO ifacel ns_ 
#sctpl sctp2 node_(l) BSif_ W_ BS.

#$sctp_(l) set-primary-destination $ifacel 
#$ns connect $sctp_(l) $sctp.(2)

routerO routerl node.

#$multiFaceNode attach-agent $sctp_(2) $ifacel ;# the interface is used for 
# sending
#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(t) $sctp_(2)
#$multiFaceNode connect-agent $sctp.(l) $sctp_(2) $ifacel ;# the interface
# is used for
# receiving

#$ns connect $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2)
#$ns connect $sctp_(0) $sctp_(l)

#$ns_ connect $sctpl $sctp2

#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $sctp2 
#$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
#$sctpl set-primary-destination $node_(2) 
#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id

[$BSif_(2) node-addr]] 
[$BSif_(1) node-addr]]

[$node_Cl> node-addr]]

$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2> node-addr]]

$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(l) node-addr]]

#$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif.(2) node-addr]] 

#$sctp2 force-source node.(l)
#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif.(2) node-addr]]
#$sctp2 force-source $node_(0)
$W_(0) add-route 7 i
$W_(1) add-route 7 2
#$BS_(0) add-route 7 1 
#$BSif„(2) add-route 7
#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2> node-addr]]

Ssctpl set-primary-destination $node__(2)
#$ns_ connect Ssctpl $sctp2

>
#$ns. at 1.0 “redirectTraffic"
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$ns_ at 3.65 "redirectTraffic"
$ns„ at 3.75 "redirectTrafficl"
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 4.90 down $W_(0) $W_(1)
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 4.990 up $W_(0) $W_(1)
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 5.78 down $BS_(0) $BSif_(l)
#$ns_ at 5.00 "$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
[$node_(0) node-addr]]"

$ns_ at 4.98 "redirectTraffic"
#$ns_ at 5.1 "redirectTraffic"
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 6.90 up $BS_(0) $BSif_(l)
$ns_ at 8.90 "redirectTrafficl"
$ns_ at 12.90 "redirectTraffic"

#$ns_ at 2.38 "redirectTraffic"
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 5.29 down $BS„(0) $BSif_(2)
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 1.0 down $BSif_(2) $BS_(0)
#$ns„ rtmodel-at 5.05 down $BS_(0) $BSif_(l)
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 4.950 down $W_(0) $W_(1)
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 5.3 up $BS_(0) $BSif_(2)
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 2.4 up $BS_(0) $W_(1)
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 2.4 up $BSif_(2) $BS_(0)
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 8.95 up $BS_(0) $BSif_(l)

#$ns_ rtmodel-at 5.0 up $W_(0) $W_(1)

#$ns_ rtmodel-at 8.850 down $W_(0) $W_(1)
#$ns_ rtmodel-at 9.3 up $W_(0) $W_(1)
#$ns_ at 7.980 "redirectTraffic"

#$ns_ at 13.38 "redirectTrafficl"
#$ns_ at 2.38 "redirectTraffic"

# MH starts to move towards FA (640, 610) at a speed of 20m/s 
#$ns_ at 1.000000000000 ”$node_(l) setdest 40.000000000000 10.000000000000 

2 0 . 000000000000"
$ns_ at 1.000000000000 ”$node_(l) setdest 40.000000000000 10.000000000000 
90.000000000000"
$ns„ at 1.000000000000 ”$node_(0) setdest 35.000000000000 20.000000000000 
90.000000000000"

$ns_ at 1.000000000000 "$node_(2) setdest 37.5.000000000000 15.000000000000 
90.000000000000"

#set tcp2 [new Agent/TCP]
#$tcp2 set class. 2
#set sink2 [new Agent/TCPSink]
#$ns_ attach-agent $W_(1) $tcp2 
#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $sink2 
#$ns_ connect $tcp2 $sink2 
#set ftp2 [new Application/FTP]
#$ftp2 attach-agent $tcp2
#$ns_ at $opt(ftp2-start) "$ftp2 start"

# source connection-pattern and node-movement scripts 
#if { $opt(cp) == {
# puts "*** NOTE: no connection pattern specified."
# set opt(cp) "none"
#} else {
# puts "Loading connection pattern..."
# source $opt(cp)
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#>
#if { $opt(sc) == "" > {
# puts "*** NOTE: no scenario file specified."
# set opt(sc) "none"
#)• else {
# puts "Loading scenario file..."
# source $opt(sc)
# puts "Load complete..."
#>

# Define initial node position in nam 

for {set i 0} {$i < $opt(nn)} {incr i> {

# 20 defines the node size in nam, must adjust it according to your
# scenario
# The function must be called after mobility model is defined 

# $ns_ initial_node_pos $node_($i) 20
>

# Tell all nodes when the simulation ends 
for {set i > {$i < $opt(nn) > {incr i> {

$ns_ at $opt(stop).0 "$node_($i) reset";
>
$ns_ at $opt(stop).0 "$BS_(0) reset";

$ns_ at $opt(stop).0002 "puts V'NS EXITING...\" ; $ns_ halt" 
$ns_ at $opt(stop).0001 "stop" 
proc stop {> {

global ns_ tracefd namtrace
# $ns_ flush-trace 

close $tracefd 
close $namtrace

>

#to change the transmition power
$ns„ at 1 " [$BSif_(1) set netif_(0)] changePt, 0.2"
$ns_ at 3 "[$BSif_(D set netif_(0)] changePt. 0.39"
#also
$ns. at 4.95 "C$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] changePt_ 0.00"
#$ns_ at 3.95 ”[$node_(0) set netif_(0)] changePt_ 0.0"
$ns_ at 6.95 "[$node_(0) set netif_(0)] changePt^ .40"
#to change the receiving power "BS ability to receive"
$ns_ at 8.5 "[$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] changePt_ 0.20"

$ns_ at 9.75 "C$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] changePt^ 0.3"
#$ns_ at 9.7 ”[$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] setRxPower .52"

$ns_ at 16.5 "[$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] changePt. 0.60"

# informative headers for CMUTracefile
puts $tracefd "M 0.0 nn $opt(nn) x $opt(x) y $opt(y) rp \

$opt(adhocRouting)" 
puts $tracefd "M 0.0 sc $opt(sc) cp $opt(cp) seed $opt(seed)" 
puts $tracefd "M 0.0 prop $opt(prop) ant $opt(ant)"

puts "Starting Simulation..."
#$ns_ at $end_sim_time "$videol stop"

$ns_ at 20 "exec nam wireless2-out.nam"
$ns_ run
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A .2 V id eo  Traffic v ia  T C P  and SC T P

# Define options
*■ —  
set opt(chan) Channel/WirelessChannel ;# channel type
set opt(prop) Propagati on/TwoRayGround # radio-propagation model
set opt(netif) Phy/WirelessPhy # network interface type
set opt(mac) Mac/802_11 # MAC type
set opt(if q) Queue/DropTai1/Pri Queue # interface queue type
set opt(11) LL # link layer type
set opt(ant) Antenna/OmniAntenna # antenna model
set opt(ifqlen) 50 # max packet in ifq
set opt(nn) 3 # number of mobilenodes
set opt(adhocRouting) DSDV # routing protocol

set opt(cp) # connection pattern file
set opt(sc) ./mobility/scene/scen-3-test" # node movement file.
set opt (err) MarkovErrorModel

set opt(x) 150 ;# X coordinate of topology
set opt(y) 150 ;# y coordinate of topology
set opt(seed) 0.0 ;# seed for random number gen.
set opt(stop) 20 time to stop simulation

set opt(ftpl-start) 1.60
set opt(ftp2-start) 3.70

set num_wired_nodes 2
set num_bs_nodes 2

#  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = :

# check for boundary parameters and random seed

set max_fragmented.size 1024

#add udp header(8 bytes) and IP header (20bytes) 
set packetSize 1052

Queue/LTEQueue set qos_ true
# flov_control_ is used in the model phase 
Queue/LTEQueue set flow_control_ true
# later HVQ flow control mechanism is used 
Queue/LTEQueue set HVQ.UE true 
Queue/LTEQueue set HVQ_eNB false 
Queue/LTEQueue set HVQ_cell false
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Trace set show_sctphdr_ 1

if { $opt(x) = = 0 1 1  $opt(y) »= 0 > {
puts "No X-Y boundary values given for wireless topology\n"

>
if {$opt(seed) > 0> {

puts "Seeding Random number generator with $opt(seed)\n" 
ns-random $opt(seed)

>

# create simulator instance 
set ns„ [new Simulator]

# set up for hierarchical routing
$ns_ node-config -addressType hierarchical
AddrParams set domain_num_ 2 ;# number of domains
lappend cluster.num 2 2 ;# number of clusters

#in each domain
AddrParams set cluster_num_ $cluster_num
lappend eilastlevel 1 1 10 2 ;# number of nodes

# in each cluster 
AddrParams set nodes_num_ $eilastlevel ;# of each domain

set tracefd [open wireless2-out.tr w] 
set namtrace [open wireless2-out.nam w]
$ns_ trace-all $tracefd
$ns_ namtrace-all-vireless Snamtrace $opt(x) $opt(y)

# Create topography object 
set topo [new Topography]

# define topology
$topo load_flatgrid $opt(x) $opt(y)

# create God
create-god [expr $opt(nn) + $num_bs_nodes]

#create wired nodes
set temp {0.0.0 0.1.0} ;# hierarchical addresses for wired domain
for {set i 0} {$i < $num_wired_nodes> {incr i> { 

set W_($i) [$ns_ node [lindex $temp $i]]

puts "VL($i) id = [$W_($i> id]"

>

#provide some co-ord (fixed) to base station node 
$W_(0) set X. -200.0 
$W_(0) set Y_ 2.0 
$W_(0) set Z_ 0.0

#provide some co-ord (fixed) to base station node 
$W_(i) set X_ -50.0 
$W_(i) set Y_ 2.0 
$W.(1) set Z_ 0.0

set chan_l [new $opt(chan)]

set chan_2 [new $opt(chan)] 
set chan.3 [new $opt(chan)]
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# configure for base-station node
$ns_ node-config -adhocRouting $opt(adhocRouting) \ 

-llType $opt(ll) \
-macType $opt(mac) \
-ifqType $opt(ifq) \
-ifqLen Sopt(ifqlen) \
-antType $opt(ant) \
-propType $opt(prop) \
-phyType $opt(netif) \
-channelType $opt(chan) \ 
-topolnstance $topo \
-wiredRouting ON \
-agentTrace OFF \
-routerTrace ON \
-macTrace ON \
-multihome-core ON \

$ns_ node-config -wiredRouting ON \
-channelType $chan_2\

#create base-station node
set temp {1.0.0 1.0.1 1.0.2 1,0.3 1.0.4} ;# hier address to be used
for wireless

set tempi {1.1.0 1.1.1}
;# domain

set BS_(0) [$ns_ node [lindex $temp 0]]

$BS_(0) random-motion 0 ;# disable random motion

#provide some co-ord (fixed) to base station node 
$BS_(0) set X_ 20.0 
$BS_(0) set Y„ 20.0 
$BS_(0) set Z_ 0.0

puts "BS_(0) id = [$BS_(0) id]"

$BS_(0) label "BS_(0>"

set BSif_(l) [$ns_ node [lindex $templ 0]]

$BSif_(l) random-motion 0 ;# disable random motion

$BSif_(1) set X_ 40.0 
$BSif„(l) set Y_ 48.0 
$BSif_(1) set Z_ 0.0

puts "BSif_(l) id * [$BSif_(l) id]" 

$BSif_(1) label "BSif^Cl)"

set BSif_(2) [$ns_ node [lindex $templ 1]]

$BSif_(2) ramdom-motion 0 ;# disable random motion
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$BSif_(2) set X. 0.0 
$BSif_(2) set Y_ 48.0 
$BSif_C2) set Z_ 0.0

puts "BSif_(2) id = [$BSif_(2) id] 

$BSif_(2) label "BSif_(2)*’

#set BSifl C$ns_ node ]

#set BSif2 [$ns_ node ]

# create mobilenodes in the same domain as BS_(0)
# note the position and movement of mobilenodes is as defined
# in $opt(sc)

#configure for mobilenodes
$ns_ node-config -wiredRouting ON \

-channelType $chan_2\

for {set j 0> {$j <$opt(nn)-l> {incr j> {
set node_($j) [$ns_ node [lindex $temp [expr $j+l]] ]

# $node_($j) base-station [AddrParams addr2id \
# [$BSif_(l) node-addr]]

#puts "node_($j) id = [$node_($j) id]1’

>

$node_(0) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion 

#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id C$BS_(0) node-addr]]

$node_(0) set X_ 140.0 
$node_(0) set Y_ 100.0 
$node_(0) set Z_ 0.0

$node_(l) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion

#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BS_(0> node-addr]]

$node_(l) set X_ 140.0 
$node_(l) set Y_ 90.0 
$node„(l) set Z_ 0.0

$node_(l) label "node_(l)M 
$node_(0) label "node_C0>"

$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(l) node-addr]]
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$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

#set Node_(5)[$ns_ node 1.0.4]
#set routerO [$ns node 3.0.0]
#puts ”node_(2) id = [$node_(2) id]"

$ns_ node-config -channelType $chan_2\ 

set node_(2) [$ns_ node 1.0.3]

$node_(2) random-motion 0 ;# disable random motion
$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(0) node-addr]]

$node_(2) set X_ 150.5 
$node_(2) set Y_ 95.0 
$node_(2) set Z_ 0.0

set multihome-core $node_(2)

#[$node_(2) set mac_(0)] set-channel 3 
#[$node_(2) set mac_(0)] set-channel 3

 #------------------to add more mobile nodes---------------------------

set temp2 {1.0.0 1.0.1 1.0.2 1.0.3 1.0.4 1.0.5 1.0.6 1.0.7 1.0.8 1.0.9}

for {set j 3} {$j <$opt(nn)+2> {incr j> {
set node_($j) [$ns_ node [lindex $temp2 [expr $j+l]] ]

# $node_($j) base-station [AddrParams addr2id \
# [$BSif_(D node-addr]]

puts "node_($j) id * [$node_($j) id]" 

}
$node_(3) label "node.(3)"
$node_(4) label "node.(4)"

$node_(3) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion 

#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BS_(0) node-addr]]

$node_(3) set X_ -140.0 
$node_(3) set Y_ 100.0 
$node_(3) set Z_ 0.0

$node_(4) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion 

#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BS_(0) node-addr]]

$node_(4) set X„ -140.0 
$node_(4) set Y_ 90.0 
$node_(4) set Z_ 0.0

#$node_(3) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(l> node-addr]] 
$node_(4) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

$ns_ node-config -hannelType $chan_2\ 

set node_(5) [$ns_ node 1.0.6]
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$node_(5) random-motion 0 ;# disable random motion
$node_(5) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(4) node-addr]]

#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(l) node-addr]]

$node_(5) set X_ -150.5 
$node_(5) set Y_ 95.0 
$node_(5) set Z_ 0.0

#$node_(5) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(0) node-addr]] 
set multihome-core $node_(5)

#--------------------------------

 #----------------- To add the third o n e ------------------------

set temp3 {1.0.0 1.0.1 1.0.2 1.0.3 1.0.4 1.0.5 1.0.6 1.0.7 1.0.9 1.0.8}

for {set j 6} {$j <$opt(nn)+5> {incr j} {
set node_($j) [$ns_ node [lindex $temp3 [expr $j+l]] ]

# $node_($j) base-station [AddrParams addr2id \
# [$BSif_(D node-addr]]
puts "node_($j) id * [$node_($j) id]"

}

$node_(6) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion 

$node_(6) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

$node_(6) set X. -100.0 
$node_(6) set Y_ 45.0 
$node_(6) set Z_ 0.0

$node_(7) random-motion 0
;# disable random motion

#$node.(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BS_(0) node-addr]]

$node_(7) set X_ -100.0 
$node_(7) set Y_ 35.0 
$node_(7) set Z. 0.0

$ns_ node-config -hannelType $chan_2\
-multihome-core ON \

set node.(8) [$ns_ node 1.0.8]

$node_(8) random-motion 0 ;# disable random motion
$node_(8) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(6) node-addr]]

#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif.(l) node-addr]]
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$node_(8) set X_ -110.0 
$node_(8) set Y_ 40.0
$node_(8) set Z_ 0.0

#$node_(8) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(0) node-addr]] 
set multihome-core $node_(8)

puts "node_(2) id = [$node_(2) id]" 

#set raultilf $node_(2)

puts "W_(0) id = [$W_C0) id]" 
puts "W_(l) id - C$W_(1) id]"

#puts "BSO) id = [$BS_(0) id]"
#puts "BS_(0> id - [$BS_(0) id]"

puts "BSif_(l> id = [$BSif_(l> id]"
puts "BSif_(2> id = [$BSif_(2) id]"

puts "node_(Q) id * [$node_(0) id]"
puts "node_(l) id * [$node„(l) id]"
puts "node_(2) id = [$node„(2) id]"

puts ”W_(0) entry » [$W_(0) entry]" 
puts "W_(l) entry * C$VL(1) entry]”

#puts "BS_(0) entry * [$BS_(0) entry]"

puts "BSif_(l) entry ** [$BSif_Cl) entry]"
puts "BSif_(2) entry = [$BSif_(2) entry]"

puts "node_(0) entry = [$node_(0) entry]"
puts "node_(l) entry = C$node_(l) entry]"

puts "node_(2) entry =[$node_(2) entry]"

#Define different colors for data of voice flows
$ns_ color 1 MediumBlue
$ns_ color 2 Red
$ns_ color 3 Turquoise
$ns_ color 4 Purple
$ns_ color 5 Yellow
$ns_ color 6 Green
$ns_ color 7 Orange
$ns_ color 8 DarkOrchid
$ns_ color 9 QliveDrab
$ns_ color 10 MediumBlue
$ns_ color 13 SeaGreen

set em_ [new ErrorModel]
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$em_ unit pkt 
$em_ set rate. 0.02
$em_ ranvar [new RandomVariable/Uniform] 
#$node_(2) interface-errormodel $em_

#$node.(2) interface-errormodel [$val(err)]

#$node interface-errormodel $em_

#create links between wired and BS nodes

$ns_ duplex-link $W_(0) $W_(1) 5Mb 2ms LTEQueue/ULAirQueue 
$ns. duplex-link $W.(1) $BS.(0) 5Mb 2ms LTEQueue/ULAirQueue

#Queue/DropTail set limit. 100

#Application/Traffic/CBR_PP set rate. 40048Kb

#$ns_ duplex-link $W_(0) $W_(1) .5Mb 2ms DropTail 
#$ns_ duplex-link $W_(1) $BS_(0) .5Mb 2ms DropTail

$ns. duplex-link-op $W.(0) $W_(1) orient down 
$ns_ duplex-link-op $W_(1) $BS_(0) orient left-down

$ns_ duplex-link $BS_(0) $BSif_(l) 5Mb 20ms DropTail 
$ns_ duplex-link $BS_(0) $BSif_(2) 5Mb 20ms DropTail

$ns_ duplex-link-op $BS_(0) $BSif_(l) orient wright-down 
$ns_ duplex-link-op $BS_(0) $BSif_(2) orient left-down

#$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$node_(0) node-addr]]
#$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(D node-addr]]

#$ns_ duplex-link $node_(l) $node_(2) 5Mb 2ms DropTail 
#$ns_ duplex-link $node_(0) $node_(2) 5Mb 2ms DropTail

$ns_ multihome-add-interface $BS_(0) $BSif.(l)
$ns_ multihome-add-interface $BS_(0) $BSif.(2)

$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(2) $node_(0) 
$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(2) $node_(l)

$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(5) $node_(3) 
$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(5) $node_(4)

#$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(8) $node_(7) 
#$ns_ multihome-add-interface $node_(8) $node_(6)

#$simplelink errormodule

$ns_ lossmodel $em_ $W_(0) $W_(1)

# to include the framed video trafic--
set original.file.name st.aOl
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#set original.file.name bus.cif.st 
set trace.file.name videol.dat
set original.file.id [open Soriginal.file.name r] 
set trace.file.id [open Strace.file.name w]

set pre.time 0

while {[eof Soriginal.file.id] == 0} { 
gets Soriginal.file.id current.line

scan Scurrent.line "'/,d%s'/,d'/,d7,f" no. frametype. length, tmpl. tmp2_ 
set time [expr int(($tmp2_ - $pre_time)*1000000.0)]

if { Sframetype. == "I" } ■( 
set type_v 1 
set prio.p 0

>

if { $frametype_ == "P" } { 
set type.v 2 
set prio.p 0

>
if { Sframetype. == "B" } { 

set type.v 3 
set prio.p 0

>

if { Sframetype. *= "H" } { 
set type.v 1 
set prio.p 0

>

puts Strace.file.id "Stime Slength. Stype.v Sprio.p Smax.fragmented.size"
set pre.time $tmp2_

close Soriginal.file.id 
close Strace.file.id 
set end.sim.time $tmp2. 
puts "Send.sim.time"

#------------------------------
# setup SCTP connections 
set sctpl [new Agent/SCTP] 
Ssctpl set class. 1

#$sctpl set debugMask. -1 
#$sctpl set debugFilelndex. 1 
#$sctpl set mtu. 1092 
Ssctpl set initialCwnd. 1

#$sctpl set debugMask. -1 
#$sctpl set debugFilelndex. 1 
Ssctpl set mtu. 1500 
#$sctpl set initialRwnd. 131072 
#$sctpl set useDelayedSacks. 1

Ssctpl set packetSize. 1052 
#set packetSize 1052
Ssctpl set dataChunkSize. 1060 
Ssctpl set numOutStreams. 1
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# $ s c t p l  s e t  o n e H e a r tb e a tT im e r .  0

$ns_  a t t a c h - a g e n t  $W_(0) $ s c t p l

set sctp2 [new Agent/SCTP]
$sctp2 set class. 1
#$ns. multihome-attach-agent $node_(2) $sinkl

#$sctp2 set fid_ 0 
#$sctp2 set debugMask. -1 
#$sctp2 set debugFilelndex. 0 
$sctp2 set mtu_ 1092 
$sctp2 set dataChunkSize. 1060 
#$sctp2 set numOutStreams. 1 
#$sctp2 set oneHeartbeatTimer. 0 
$sctp2 set packetSize. 1052 
#$sctp2 set.filename st.aOl

$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $sctp2

$ns_ connect $sctp2 Ssctpl

#$sctpl set-primary-destination _o!27

set tcp [new Agent/TCP]
$tcp set class. 3
set sink [new Agent/TCPSink]
$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) Step 
$ns_ attach-agent $W_(0) $sink 
#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $sink2 
$ns_ connect Step Ssink 
#set ftp2 [new Application/FTP]
#$ftp2 attach-agent $tcp2
#$ns_ at $opt(ftp2-start) ”$ftp2 start"

#$sctpi set-primary-destination _ol27

set agent [new Agent/TCP]
$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) Sagent

$agent set class. 1 
#$agent set packetSize. 1400 
#$agent set initialCwnd. 2 
#$agent set cwnd. 2 
Sagent set class. 1 
#set size 500
Sagent set color 6

$agent set class. 3 
#$agent set packetSize. 2000 
set sink [new Agent/TCPSink]

$ns_ attach-agent $W_(0) Ssink

$ns_ connect $agent $sink
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s e t  a g e n t2  [new A gent/TC P]
$ n s ,  a t t a c h - a g e n t  $ n o d e _ (8 ) $ a g e n t2

$agent2 set class, 3 
#$agent2 set packetSize, 1400 
#$agent set initialCwnd, 2 
$agent2 set cwnd, 2 
$agent set class, 1 
#set size 500
$agent2 set color 4

#$agent set packetSize, 2000 
set sink2 [new Agent/TCPSink]

$ns_ attach-agent $W_(1) $sink2

$ns_ connect $agent2 $sink2

set agentl [new Agent/TCP]
$ns_ attach-agent $node_(5) $agentl

$agentl set class, 3

$agent2 set color 4

set sinkl [new Agent/TCPSink]

$ns_ attach-agent $W_(1) $sinkl 

$ns_ connect $agentl $sinkl

set trace,file [new Tracefile]
$trace,file filename $trace,file.name
set videol [new Application/Traffic/myEvalvid]

set app [new Application/FTP]
#set app [new Application/Traffic/CBR]

set app [new Application/FTP]

set appl [new Application/FTP] 
set app2 [new Application/FTP]
#$app set rate lOOOOOOOkb

set realaudio($i) [new Application/Traffic/RealAudio]

#set ftpl [new Application/FTP]
#$ftpl set rate 10000000Mb 
#$realaudio($i) attach-agent $sctp2 
$videol attach-agent $sctp2 
$videol attach-tracefile $trace,file 
$realaudio($i) attach-agent $agent 
#$ns_ at .06 "$realaudio($i) start”
$ns_ at 0.06 "$videol start"
#$sctp2 force-source _ol27
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#$realaudio($i) attach-agent Sagentl 
$appl attach-agent Sagentl 
$app2 attach-agent $agent2

#$ns_ at .6 "Srealaudio(Si) start"

$ns_ at .6 "$appl start" 

$ns_ at .16 "$app2 start"

proc redirectTraffic {> {
global multiFaceNode sctp. ifaceO ifacel ns. routerO routerl 
node_ sctpl sctp2 node_(l) BSif. W_ BS_

#$sctp_(l) set-primary-destination $ifacel 
#$ns connect $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2)

#SmultiFaceNode attach-agent $sctp_(2) Sifacel ;# the interface is 
# used for sending
#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(l) $sctp_(2)
SmultiFaceNode connect-agent $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2) Sifacel ;# the 
# interface is used for receiving

#$ns connect $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2) 
#$ns connect $sctp_(0) $sctp_(l)

#$ns. connect Ssctpl Ssctp2

#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $sctp2 
$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
Snode.(O) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
Ssctpl set-primary-destination $node„(2) 
$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id

[SBSif _(2) node-addr]] 
[SBSif.(2) node-addr]]

[Snode_(1) node-addr]]

$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

#$sctp2 force-source node_(l)
$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [SBSif_(2) node-addr]]
#$sctp2 force-source $node_(0)
$W_(0) add-route 7 1
$W_(1) add-route 7 2
$BS_(0) add-route 7 1 
SBSif_(2) add-route 7
$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [SBSif_(2) node-addr]]

Ssctpl set-primary-destination $node_(2) 
#$ns. connect Ssctpl Ssctp2

>

proc redirectTrafficl O  {
global multiFaceNode sctp_ ifaceO ifacel ns_ routerO routerl 
node, sctpl sctp2 node.(l) BSif. W„ BS„

#$sctp_(l) set-primary-destination Sifacel 
$ns connect Ssctp.(l) $sctp.(2)

SmultiFaceNode attach-agent $sctp_(2) Sifacel ;# the interface is 
# used for sending
$ns_ attach-agent $node_(l) $sctp_(2)
SmultiFaceNode connect-agent Ssctp.(l) $sctp_(2) Sifacel ;# the 
#interface is used for receiving
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#$ns connect Ssctp.(l) $sctp_(2) 
#$ns connect $sctp_(0) Ssctp.(l)

$ns_ connect Ssctpl $sctp2 
$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $sctp2 
$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id

[SBSif_(1) node-addr]]

[SBSif.Cl) node-addr]] 
[SBSif_(2) node-addr]] 

[Snode.(O) node-addr]]

$node_(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

#$sctp2 force-source node_(l)
$node_<0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
#$sctp2 force-source $node_(0)
$W_(0) add-route 7 1
$W_(1) add-route 7 2
$BS_(0) add-route 7 1 
SBSif_(2) add-route 7
$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id

[SBSif_(2) node-addr]]

[SBSif_(2) node-addr]]

Ssctpl set-primary-destination $node_(2) 
#$ns. connect Ssctpl Ssctp2

proc redirectTraffic3 {}• {
global multiFaceNode sctp. ifaceO ifacel ns_ routerO routerl node, 
sctpl sctp2 node.(l) BSif_ W_ BS_

Ssctp.(1) set-primary-destination Sifacel 
#$ns connect $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2)

#SmultiFaceNode attach-agent $sctp_(2) Sifacel ;# the interface is used for 
# sending
#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(l) $sctp_(2)
SmultiFaceNode connect-agent $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2) Sifacel ;# the interface 
# is used for receiving

#$ns connect $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2)
#$ns connect Ssctp.(O) $sctp_(l)

#$ns_ connect Ssctpl $sctp2

#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) Ssctp2 
Snode.(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
Ssctpl set-primary-destination $node_(2) 
$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id

[SBSif.(2) node-addr]]
[SBSif_(2) node-addr]]

[$node.(l) node-addr]]

Snode.(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [SBSif_(2) node-addr]]

#Ssctp2 force-source node.(l)
Snode.(O) base-station [AddrParams addr2id 
Ssctp2 force-source Snode.(O)
$W_(0) add-route 7 1
$W_(1) add-route 7 2
$BS_(0) add-route 7 1 
$BSif_(2) add-route 7
$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id

[SBSif_(2) node-addr]]

[SBSif_(2) node-addr]]

Ssctpl set-primary-destination $node.(2) 
#$ns_ connect Ssctpl Ssctp2
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>

proc redirectTraffic4 O  {
global multiFaceNode sctp_ ifaceO ifacel ns_ routerO routerl 
sctpl sctp2 node_(l) BSif_ W. BS.

$sctp_(l) set-primary-destination Sifacel 
#$ns connect Ssctp.(1) $sctp_(2)

#$multiFaceNode attach-agent $sctp_(2) Sifacel ;# the interface is used for 
# sending
#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(l) Ssctp.(2)
SmultiFaceNode connect-agent $sctp_(l) $sctp_(2) Sifacel ;# the interface 
# is used for receiving

#Sns connect Ssctp.(1) Ssctp.(2)
#$ns connect Ssctp.(0) Ssctp.(1)

#$ns_ connect Ssctpl $sctp2
$node.(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [SBSif.(l) node-addr]]
#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $sctp2
$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [SBSif_(1) node-addr]]
Snode.(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]
$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [Snode.(O) node-addr]]

#$node.(l) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]] 

#Ssctp2 force-source node.(l)
#$node_(0) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [SBSif.(2) node-addr]] 
#$sctp2 force-source $node.(0)
$W_(0) add-route 7 1
$V_(1) add-route 7 2
SBS.(O) add-route 7 1 
$BSif_(2) add-route 7
$node_(2) base-station [AddrParams addr2id [$BSif_(2) node-addr]]

Ssctpl set-primary-destination $node_(2)
#$ns_ connect Ssctpl Ssctp2

>

$ns_ at 3.0660 "redirectTraffic3"

$ns_ at 3.0900 "redirectTraffic4"
Sns. rtmodel-at 5.29 down $BS.(0) $BSif_(2) 
Sns. rtmodel-at 1.0 down SBSif.(2) $BS_(0) 
Sns. rtmodel-at 5.05 down $BS_(0) $BSif_(l) 
Sns. rtmodel-at 4.950 down $W_(0) SW.Cl) 
$ns_ rtmodel-at 5.3 up $BS_(0) $BSif_(2) 
$ns_ rtmodel-at 2.4 up $BS_(0) $W_(1)
$ns_ rtmodel-at 2.4 up $BSif_(2) SBS.(O) 
Sns. rtmodel-at 8.95 up SBS.(O) $BSif_(l)

Sns. rtmodel-at 5.0 up $W_(0) SW.(l)

Sns. rtmodel-at 8.850 down $W_(0) $W_(1) 
#$ns. rtmodel-at 9.3 up $W_(0) $W_(1) 
#$ns_ at 4.980 "redirectTraffie"

Sns. at 7.98 "redirectTrafficl"
#$ns_ at 2.38 "redirectTraffie"

# MH starts to move towards FA (640, 610) at a speed of 20m/s
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#$ns_ at 1.000000000000 "$node_Cl) setdest 40.000000000000 10.000000000000 
2 0 .000000 0 0 0 0 0 0”
$ns_ at 1.000000000000 ”$node_(l) setdest 40.000000000000 10.000000000000 
90.000000000000"
$ns_ at 1.000000000000 "$node_(0) setdest 35.000000000000 20.000000000000 
90.000000000000"
$ns_ at 1.000000000000 ''$node_(2) setdest 37.5.000000000000 15.000000000000 
90.000000000000"

#set tcp2 [new Agent/TCP]
#$tcp2 set class, 2
#set sink2 [new Agent/TCPSink]
#$ns_ attach-agent $W_(1) $tcp2 
#$ns_ attach-agent $node_(2) $sink2 
#$ns_ connect $tcp2 $sink2 
#set ftp2 [new Application/FTP]
#$ftp2 attach-agent $tcp2
#$ns_ at $opt(ftp2-start) "$ftp2 start"

# source connection-pattern and node-movement scripts 
#if { Sopt(cp) == "" > {
# puts "*** NOTE: no connection pattern specified."
# set opt(cp) "none"
#> else {
# puts "Loading connection pattern..."
# source $opt(cp)
#>
#if { $opt(sc) == "" > {
# puts "*** NOTE: no scenario file specified."
# set opt(sc) "none"
#> else {
# puts "Loading scenario file..."
# source $opt(sc)
# puts "Load complete..."
#>
# Define initial node position in nam 

for {set i 0} {$i < $opt(nn)} {incr i} {

# 20 defines the node size in nam, must adjust it according to your
# scenario
# The function must be called after mobility model is defined 

# $ns„ initial_node_pos $node_($i) 20
>

# Tell all nodes when the simulation ends 
for {set i > {$i < $opt(nn) > {incr i> {

$ns„ at $opt(stop).0 "$node_($i) reset";
>
$ns, at $opt(stop).0 "$BS_(0) reset";

$ns_ at $opt(stop).0002 "puts V'NS EXITING...\" ; $ns_ halt" 
$ns_ at $opt(stop).0001 "stop" 
proc stop {> {

global ns_ tracefd namtrace
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# $ns_ flush-trace 
close $tracefd 
close Jnamtrace

>

#to change the transmition pover
$ns_ at 1 M[$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] changePt_ 0.52“

#also
$ns_ at 4.98 "[$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] changePt_ 0.0"
$ns_ at 7.95 "[$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] changePt_ 0.6"
#$ns_ at 3.95 "[$node_(0) set netif_(0)] changePt_ 0.0"
#$ns_ at 6.95 "[$node_(0) set netif_(0)] changePt. .80"
#to change the receiving power "BS ability to receive"
#$ns_ at 8.5 "C$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] changePt. 0.00"

#$ns_ at 9.75 "[$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] changePt_ 0.4"
#$ns_ at 9.7 n[$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] setRxPower .2"

$ns_ at 9.75 "C$BSif_(D set netif_(0)] changePt_ 0.4"
$ns_ at 9.7 "[$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] setRxPower .2"

$ns_ at 16.5 "[$BSif_(l) set netif_(0)] changePt_ 0.60"

# informative headers for CHUTracefile
puts $tracefd "M 0.0 nn $opt(nn) x $opt(x) y $opt(y) rp \

$opt(adhocRouting)" 
puts $tracefd "M 0.0 sc $opt(sc) cp $opt(cp) seed $opt(seed)" 
puts $tracefd "M 0.0 prop $opt(prop) aunt $opt(ant)"

puts "St air ting Simulation. . . "
$ns_ at $end_sim_time "$videol stop"

$ns_ at 20 "exec nam wireless2-out.nam"
$ns_ run
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